Genome Structure and Function

375F Genome-scale sequencing to study the contribution of structural variation to human complex traits. K. Walter.


381F Changes in 3D genome architecture following chondrocyte differentiation as a model to understand skeletal disorders. I. Song.

384F ‡ Copy number and structural variants in the Autism Speaks MSSNG Whole Genome Sequencing Resource. S. Walker.

387F Chemical chaperone screening for Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease. T. Kouga.

390F The 15q11.2 BP1–BP2 microduplications are enriched in patients with anorexia nervosa. X. Chang.

393F Modeling regional rates of structural mutation and selection in the human genome. P. Tandon.

396F ‡ A multi-genic model accounts for the pathogenicity of variably expressive CNVs. M. Jensen.

399F PAX6 deep intronic single nucleotide variants as a cause of congenital aniridia. A.V. Marakhonov.

402F Integration of next-generation mapping and sequencing technologies for identification of pathogenic structural variants. E. Vilain.


408F The commitment complex in vivo over long intron genes. G. Lev Maor.

411F Time and space dimensions of gene dosage imbalance of aneuploids revealed by single cell transcriptomes. F.A. Santoni.


417F Deep characterization of the contribution of short tandem repeats (STRs) to gene expression across tissues. S. Feupe. Fotsing.

420F Use of nanopore sequence to validate and refine genome assembly. D. Mohr.


429F SEMPl: Predicting the effects of single nucleotide polymorphisms on transcription factor binding affinity. S.S. Nishizaki.


435F ‡ Comprehensive structural variant identification and genomic characterization using 720 deeply sequenced whole genomes. D. Jakubosky.

438F The effects of structural variation on 3D chromatin structure. O. Shanta.

441F Patterns and mechanisms defining tissue specificity of human regulatory variation. S.E. Castel.


447F Nuclear genetic regulation of the mitochondrial transcriptome across multiple tissue types. A. Hodgkinson.

Prenatal, Perinatal, and Reproductive Genetics

450F A gene-by-gene interaction associated with the risk of conotruncal heart defects. C. Lyu.

453F Prenatal diagnosis of unbalanced XY translocation following a sex discordance between prenatal cell-free DNA screening and ultrasound examination results. L. Lai.

456F Development of a polycystic ovarian syndrome algorithm to identify cases in electronic health records. K. Actkins.

459F ‡ Non-invasive prenatal sequencing for pregnancies with fetal skeletal dysplasia using cell-free fetal DNA. Y. Jiang.

462F Combining familial genetic diagnosis with prenatal genetic testing for Mendelian disorders reduces recurrence risk. Z. Schlachetzki.


468F Oculocerebrocutaneous (Delleman) syndrome. Prenatal manifestations and failure to identify tumors' somatic mutation using whole exome sequencing. N. Damseh.

471F Whole exome sequencing improves the genetic diagnosis in fetuses with increased nuchal translucency. H. Wang.

474F Imputed transcriptome analysis and phenome-wide association studies link the NAD metabolic pathway genes and congenital malformations in a biobank population. T.W. Miller-Fleming.


480F Clinical and genetic description of Mexican patients with prenatally identified cardiac tumors. L.F. Mariscal.

483F Damaging de novo variants in congenital diaphragmatic hernia patients are associated with neurodevelopmental outcomes. L. Qiao.

486F Comparative Genomic Hybridization (aCGH) and Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) combine together give a comprehensive genetic diagnosis approach for prenatal anomalies. S.S. Chettiar.

489F GWAS for gestational hypertension using time-series home blood pressure data in maternity log study. Y. Tsunemoto.
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492F Correlation of hemolysis and fetal fraction in cell-free DNA blood collection tubes for noninvasive prenatal testing. R. Stokowski.

495F Genome-wide trans-ethnic meta-analysis identifies a novel locus influencing longitudinal fetal growth at sensitive periods in pregnancy. F. Tekola-Ayele.

498F ‡ CETN1 variants are associated with idiopathic male infertility: Genetic and functional perspectives. D. V.S. Sudhakar.

501F Real-time variant interpretation for full-exon sequenced expanded carrier screening panels. C. Lo.

504F ‡ Revealing aging-related transcriptome and methylome dynamics in mouse oocytes development by single-cell parallel sequencing. T.L. Lee.

507F Serotonin transporter (5-HTTLPR) genotypes and trinucleotide repeats of androgen receptor exert a combinatorial effect on hormonal milieu in patients with lifelong premature ejaculation. S. Bhatti.

510F Clinical impact and cost effectiveness of a 176 condition expanded carrier screen. K.A. Beauchamp.


516F Genetically determined modulation of NLRP7-associated inflammatory response in the context of reproductive failure. U. Wysocka.


522F Fine mapping the MHC region identified two independent loci associated with non-obstructive azoospermia in Han Chinese males. M. Huang.

525F Optimization of advanced DOP-PCR WGA for STR profiling in cell-based non-invasive prenatal testing. J. Weymaere.

528F Improved DNA amplification used for human karyomapping to phase single gene defects. S. Rulli.

531F Mendelian mutations may explain a significant number of unexplained recurrent spontaneous abortions. H.M. Byers.

534F GenetiSure pre-screen assay for pre-implantation genetic screening by array CGH. N. Novoradovskaya.

537F Performance verification of the OnePGT preimplantation genetic testing system: Concurrent detection of aneuploidies, structural rearrangements, and monogenic disorders in single cells from in vitro fertilized (IVF) embryos. S. Happe.

540F ‡ Parental age effects on the incidence of human de novo pathogenic variants. Y. Cao.

542F Rates of HPV infection in patients of health institutions in the district of David, province of Chiriqui, Panama. O.I. Batista.

544F The other genes: A qualitative look into experiences of patients with a genetic risk for breast cancer in genes other than BRCA ½. K. Clift.

546F Ovarian and breast cancer genetic risk assessment in a community education program setting. K. Dhillon.

548F Effects of nicotinamide on primary cervical cancer cells (fibroblasts): A new therapeutic modality. R.N. Hassan.

550F Cervical screening for cancer and other cytologies: Role of repair genes P53 and hMLH1 methylation status. S. Thumoju.

552F Genetic testing for breast cancer survivors. J. Wiggins.

554F Implementing personalized cancer medicine into primary care: Challenges and solutions. J.C. Carroll.


558F BRCA in China: Two common founder mutations of BRCA1 in Chinese population. A. Li.


562F Type 2 diabetes: More likely in eveningness chronotype than morningness chronotype. Q. Naz.

564F Anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide (CCP) in rheumatoid arthritis. Does it have any role in early onset of the disease? A. Niraula.


570F Identifying and counseling patients amenable to mutation-specific therapies in Duchenne muscular dystrophy: Knowledge of resources will fuel genetic counselors’ impact. A. Ferlini.

572F Parental postzygotic de novo mutation causes different clinical manifestations of COL4A1-related disorder in one Chinese family. J. Wang.

574F Psychiatric pharmacogenomics: Panacea or predicament? E. Huang.

576F What do the mothers of patients with ATR-X syndrome consider their carrier risk? Y. Sato.

578F ‡ Regulation of mitochondrial replacement therapy: A literature review analysis of where Canada, the US, the UK, and Mexico stand. F. Noohi.


582F Are we ready for rapid genomic testing in acute paediatric care? Attitudes of Australian health professionals. Z. Stark.
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586F Clinical application of targeted whole exome sequencing (WES) at the Geneva University Hospital: An update. E. B. Hammar.

588F Growing the genetic counselor workforce: A successful local effort. C.A. Campbell.

590F Participants as partners in research: Communicating a timeline to research participants for results with a “fuzzy ending”. N.S.Y. Liang.

592F Genome Odyssey: Theatre as an effective way to teach population genetics concepts to children. A. Malaspinas.


596F The duty to recontact in genomics: Is the law out of touch? B. Knoppers.

598F Genetic risk: Whether, when, and how to tell adolescents. K.M. Stuttgen.

600F ‡ A new model for genomics support of military healthcare providers: Early findings from the MilSeq project. M.D. Maxwell.

602F Communicating uncertainties in genomics: Results of a narrative literature review. B.B. Biesecker.


606F ‡ Understanding Fabry disease symptoms and impact on daily lives: A qualitative study. A. Hamed.

608F ‡ Pharmacy-supported return of pharmacogenomic test results: Preliminary data. E. T. Matey.

610F Building quality assurance measures into an effective evidence-based precision medicine program. A. Schultz.

612F Pharmacist process for providing personalized eConsults to support large scale pre-emptive pharmacogenomic (PGx) testing. J. Wright.


616F ‡ Increased comprehension of a consent chatbot for research exome sequencing via rapid iteration. T.J. Schmidlen.

618F Frequency, characteristics, and impact of discordant lab to clinician genetic test result interpretation in a single pediatric medical center. C. Berrios.

620F Are we understanding each other? Early lessons from recruiting non-English speaking families for a study investigating the utility of WES in underserved populations. B. Anguiano.

622F Precision medicine & genomic education for clinicians: Effectiveness of a novel online CME program. E. Edelman.

624F A teaching vignette: Our experience incorporating personalized pharmacogenomic testing into the PharmD curriculum. S.S. Oh.


628F ELSI research on the use of electronic methods for participant engagement in medical research: Analysis from the perspective of ethical principles. A. Kogetsu.

630F Ancestry isn’t the past, it’s the future: Human genetics research and race. V. Moreno.

632F Return of genomic results in the research context – review of the global situation. F. Nagami.

634F The EXCEED study: Practical issues in design and conduct of a recall-by-genotype resource. N.F. Reeve.

636F Attitudes towards genetic testing among participants in the Jackson and Framingham Heart Studies. K.W. Saylor.

638F Repurposing of whole-exome sequencing data for personalized medicine. M. van der Lee.

640F A smartphone app to facilitate family communication of genetic results. C. J. Jujavaranapu.

642F Development of patient “profiles” to tailor counseling for incidental genome sequencing results. L. Carlsson.

644F Quality of life is a major driver of patients’ preferences for incidental genome sequencing results. C. Mighton.

646F Temporal differences in concerns, motivations, and attitudes regarding predispositional genome sequencing among healthy adults: Findings from the PeopleSeq Consortium. E.S. Zollick.


650F Utilization of drugs with FDA and CPIC guidelines and pharmacogenetic testing in pediatric clinical settings. D. Salyakina.

652F Assessment of physician recommendations of warfarin genotype testing in a virtual clinic. B.M. Hollister.

654F Attitudes of health professionals about the Cree encephalitis and Cree leukoencephalopathy education and carrier screening program, a population-based carrier screening program in a Canadian first nation. J. Le Clerc-Blain.

Cancer Genetics

656F Whole exome sequencing to identify candidate genes associated with hereditary predisposition to UM. M.H. Abdel-Rahman.

659F ‡ ES Assessing the prevalence and clinical implications of secondary findings for hereditary cancer predisposition among patients with chronic kidney disease. E. Groopman.

662F An essential role for BRCA2 in ovarian development and function. E. Levy-Lahad.
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668F Multilocus inherited neoplasia alleles syndrome (MINAS): New cases of double heterozygosity for pathogenic cancer predisposition gene variants revealed by whole genome sequencing. J. Whitworth.

671F Assessing the modifying capacity of CD36 in Lynch syndrome compared to that observed in familial adenomatous polyposis. T. Connor.

674F ‡ A retrospective cohort study investigating age and gender specific presentations of Li-Fraumeni Syndrome. S.P. MacFarland.

677F Phenotypic variability in familial FH whole gene deletion. C. Quandipan.

680F Analysis of actionable adult-onset disease risk findings in newborn genomic sequencing. O. Ceyhan-Birsoy.


689F Genetic association between IFITM gene polymorphisms and cervical cancer susceptibility. T. Chang.

692F Nicotinamide induces mitochondrial-mediated apoptosis through oxidative stress in human cervical cancer HeLa cells. Y. Feng.


698F Genotype/phenotype assessment in male BRCA1/2 pathogenic variant carriers. S. Hiraki.

701F The analysis on the mechanism of apoptosis induced by inhibiting G6PD activity in HeLa cells. W. Jiang.

704F Mendelian randomization study of pulmonary function and lung cancer risk using novel genetic instruments developed in the UK Biobank cohort. L. Kachuri.

707F Small RNA sequencing of 441 normal prostate transcriptomes reveals prostate cancer risk-SNP eQTL associations with miRNA expression. N.B. Larson.

710F Cervical cancer in Guatemala: Somatic mutations and molecular analyses of the HPV16 D2 and D3 sub-lineages. H. Lou.

713F ‡ eQTL and co-expression network analyses uncover genetic and regulatory mechanisms underlying multiple myeloma. H.M. Natri.

716F Mutational patterns and novel mutations in a large cohort of parathyroid carcinomas. C. Pandya.

719F Whole exome sequencing to identify genetic markers for trastuzumab-induced cardiotoxicity. C. Udagawa.

722F Cancer-associated mutations in colorectal adenomatous polyps. C. Zeng.


728F GWAS identifies the first risk loci for gastroesophageal reflux disease, with most influencing risk of Barrett’s esophagus and/or esophageal adenocarcinoma. J. An.

731F Characterizing the spectrum of low-penetrance variants predisposing to papillary thyroid cancer. D.F. Comiskey.

734F Optimizing cisplatin chemotherapy through SNAIL pathway expression regulation implicates S100P as potential target. C. Del Greco.

737F Genome-wide association study of anthracycline-induced cardiotoxicity in adult cancer patients. E.N. Scott.

740F ‡ Exploring function of genetic variants in lung adenocarcinoma by integrated association analysis of multi-omics data. J.B. Chen.

743F Multi-omics analysis of Ashkenazi Jewish melanoma patients reveals novel genetic markers of melanoma recurrence. A. Archambault.

746F Evaluation of the impact of rare-variants on adrenocortical carcinoma susceptibility. R.J. Bohlender.

749F Using germline variants to predict glioma risk and identify glioma subtype pre-operatively. J. Eckel-Passow.

752F Association of race, socioeconomic status and stress with Decipher® genomic classifier risk scores and gene expression: Implications on prostate cancer personalized treatments. A. Grover.


758F IFNL4-DG allele is associated with an interferon signature in tumors and survival of African-American men with prostate cancer. L. Prokunina-Olsson.

761F Interconnections between knock-down genes, cancer types, and landmark genes. M.B. Rao.

764F Frequent basal cell cancer development is a clinical marker for inherited cancer susceptibility and DNA repair defects. K. Sarin.

767F Pathogenic germline variants associated with young onset colorectal cancer. T.P. Slavin.

770F Penetrance for carriers of a DNA mismatch repair gene specific variant. A.K. Win.


776F Evaluating segregation evidence from multiple extended high-risk pedigrees. R.G. Waller.

779F Fine-mapping of loci in polyunsaturated fatty acid metabolism genes. N.K. Khankari.
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821F PathoMAN: An automated germline variant classification tool for pathogenicity and clinical actionability. V. Joseph.

824F Amplicon Reconstructor: Optical mapping aids the reconstruction of complex, large cancer genome rearrangements. J. Luebeck.

827F A high throughput software pipeline for NGS-based association studies: From assembly to candidate variants and their effect on 3D protein structures. K. Maxfield.

830F Beyond BRCA: Discovery of novel drivers of homologous recombination deficiencies. N. Sahni.

833F ‡ Machine learning-based genome-wide interrogation of copy number aberrations in circulating tumor DNA for non-invasive detection of early-stage hepatocellular carcinoma. Q. Wei.


839F Predicting melanoma survival with deep neural networks. L. Cordeiro.

842F Tumor gene expression profiles segregate across primary sites. F.G. Frost.


848F Molecular drivers of localized prostate cancer. K. Kasaian.

851F Comprehensive analysis of genomic alterations for lymph node metastasis in gastric adenocarcinoma revealed the critical role of PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway. S. Lee.


860F ‡ Allelic imbalance profiling of premalignant lesions of the lung. S. Sivakumar.

863F Fast deconvolution tool for separating subtype specific signals from mixed tumor genomic data. L. Yang.

866F Comprehensive characterization of alternative polyadenylation in human cancer. Z. Zhang.

869F Automated classification of BRCA1 and BRCA2 variants shows near perfect concordance with ENIGMA expert panel assessments. J.L. Poitras.

872F High-state-count negative binomial hidden Markov model improves detection of copy number variation in cell-free DNA for cancer detection and response prediction. E.S. Gafni.

875F Regulatory mechanisms of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) risk variants in mediating target gene expression. N. Gull.

878F Contrasting whole genome and whole exome sequencing as competing modalities for obtaining perpetual genomic data. B.G. Kermani.


884F Combining enhancer DNA methylation and RNA-seq to map gene regulatory network changes that drive chemotherapy resistance in recurrent ovarian cancer. N. Gull.


890F Alignment and analysis of xenograft transcriptomes. S. Tapas.

893F Role of alternative polyadenylation dynamics in acute myeloid leukemia at single-cell resolution. Q. Zhou.

896F Algorithm-driven comparison analysis of liquid biopsy samples. X. Xu.

899F Beyond the exome: Identification of novel mutational signatures and oncogenic dependencies in the non-coding genome of multiple myeloma. C. Ashby.

902F Detection of gross rearrangements in BRCA1 by next generation mapping and long read technologies. M. Bonin.
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905F ‡ Seeing beyond the target: Uncovering germline research cohorts within targeted tumor-only sequencing data. A. Gusev.

908F Using drug metabolizing enzymes variations in risk stratification algorithm to guide the dosing decision in Rhabdomyosarcoma pediatric patients. R. M. Labib.


914F Arthritis initiated by immune-checkpoint inhibitor cancer therapy is a distinct entity from seropositive rheumatoid arthritis. E.D.O. Roberson.

917F Deep targeted duplex sequencing for low allele fraction variant detection. M. DeFelice.

920F A multi-enzyme DNA repair mix improves library quality and sequencing accuracy. M.R. Heider.

923F High throughput, reduction transcriptomics, using ultraplex RNA sequencing. M. Kreutz.

926F AmpliSeq HD: A rapid, custom NGS library prep method that enables detection of mutations present at 0.1% allelic frequency. G. Luo.


935F The identification of rare variants in Tasmanian prostate cancer pedigrees using whole-genome sequencing. K. Raspin.

938F Detection of somatic L1 insertions in single nuclei from cancer tissues. K. Yamaguchi.

941F Using capture-C to map chromatin architecture of 24 renal cancer susceptibility regions in human cells. L. Jessop.


947F Identification of novel gene expression regulators using HyCCAPP. H. Guillen.

950F Regulation of human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) in human glioblastoma LN18 cells. C. Lavanya.

953F Transfer learning approaches for robust fine-mapping of putative causal regulatory variants associated with colorectal cancer. A. Shcherbina.

956F Integrative genome-wide analysis of long noncoding RNAs in diverse immune cell types of melanoma patients. Y. Zhang.

959F Identifying genomic sites with highly predictable DNA accessibility. K. Wnuk.

962F TET1-mediated 5-hydroxymethylcytosine alteration in the pathogenesis of medulloblastoma. H. Kim.

965F ‡ Non-coding RNAs underlie genetic predisposition to breast cancer. J.D. French.


971F Association of Androgen Receptor (AR) gene CAG repeat polymorphism in prostate cancer and benign prostate hyperplasia in men from India. S. Daram.


Mendelian Phenotypes


980F ‡ Improved survival and amelioration of disease-related liver pathology in a mouse model of homocystinuria with a novel homocysteine degrading enzyme. C.L. Daige.

983F An 11-year-old with lysinuric protein intolerance presenting with xanthomas, failure to thrive, and hepatic adenomas. D.T. Segarra.

986F Variation in the Apolipoprotein L1 (APOL1) gene —a search for pleiotropy beyond renal disease. A. Ihegword.

989F Marked hypertriglyceridemia as a biochemical hallmark of familial partial lipodystrophy caused by LMNA mutations. L. Rutkowski.

992F The human transcriptional profile of Berardinelli-Seip congenital lipodystrophy. L.C. Ferreira.

995F ‡ Homozygous mutation in USP43, a deubiquitinase gene, is linked to a novel interferon-mediated autoinflammatory disease. I. Aksentijevich.

998F Beyond whole exome sequencing—molecular diagnosis for patients of primary immunodeficiency diseases who failed to have causal mutations identified after whole exome sequencing approach. J. Yang.


1004F Single cell transcriptomes of sickle cell disease PBMC identifies markers of disease severity in distinct cell populations. S. Lessard.


1016F ‡ Systematic characterization of variants that affect RNA splicing to optimize assignment of precision therapies for cystic fibrosis. A. Joynt.

1019F Autosomal dominant visceral myopathy in connection with a de novo MYH11 truncating mutation. A.C. Lionel.
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1025F Childhood hypophosphatasia: Painful bone marrow edema mimicking chronic recurrent multifocal osteomyelitis improved after three months of asfotase alfa enzyme replacement therapy. G.S. Gottesman.

1028F Genotypic and phenotypic characterization of Chinese patients with osteogenesis imperfecta. L. Li.


1034F Patient with skeletal dysplasia, importance of medical criteria in RUNX2 spectrum. J. Rojas.

1037F Molecular and clinical characterization of Turkish patients with Steel syndrome. J.M. Fath.

1040F Multilocus genomic variants may explain the clinical heterogeneity of patients with KBG syndrome. C. Zhang.

1043F Identification of a diagnostic fusion transcript in a patient with multiple exostoses clinically negative for EXT variants. G.R. Oliver.

1046F Structural alteration of glycosaminoglycan side chains and spatial disorganization of collagen networks in the skin of patients with musculocontractural Ehlers-Danlos syndrome caused by CHST14/D4ST1 deficiency. T. Kosho.

1049F Reduced elastin deposition in a PI4K2A-related cutis laxa patient. E.C. Lawrence.

1052F Exome sequencing identifies semidominant inheritance of a new GPNMB mutation in an extended pedigree with amyloidosis cutis dyschromica. A. Onoufiadis.

1055F Novel Dsg1 mutation in focal palmoplantar keratoderma. T. Nomura.


1061F Intranasal desmopressin treatment for massive subcutaneous hematoma in five patients with musculocontractural Ehlers-Danlos syndrome. N. Fujita.

1064F Search for molecular biomarkers of spinal muscular atrophy. M.A. Maretina.


1070F De novo mutation screening in childhood-onset cerebellar atrophy identifies gain of function mutations in the calcium channel CACNA1G. V. Cantagrel.

1073F Next-generation sequence enabled diagnosis of family aggregated ataxia in an endogamic Colombian population. J.A. Tejada Moreno.

1076F An intronic repeat expansion in familial ALS. M.M. Course.

1079F Novel clinical and genetic insights into dysfunction of the ASC-1 complex. A. Marais.

1082F Genetic background of unexplained full-term cerebral palsy: Genomic analysis identifies candidate pathogenic variants in 9 of 17 patients. Y. Takezawa.

1085F The usefulness of additional clinical evaluation in patients with complex genetic testing results. E.R. Elias.

1088F Expanding the phenotype of chromosome 17q21.31 duplication syndrome: Severe epilepsy and self-injuring behavior as prominent features. C.M. Lourenco.

1091F The morbidity of neurofibromatosis 1: Rates and nature of hospitalizations in a population-based cohort in Denmark. J.J. Mulvihill.

1094F Variant pathogenicity evaluation through the community-driven Inherited Neuropathy Variant Browser. D. Bis.


1100F Pyridoxal phosphate-dependent neonatal epileptic encephalopathy: Clinical case. T.V. Kozhovakova.

1103F Autophagy and awakening grand mal seizures in JME. M. Tanaka.

1106F CRISPR/Cas9 preclinical studies in patient-derived FOXG1 mutated cells. S. Croci.

1109F Mutations in PIGS encoding a GPI transamidase protein cause a neurological syndrome ranging from fetal akinesia to epileptic encephalopathy. N.V. Baratang.

1112F A new case of an intermediate phenotype along the spectrum of ATP1A3-related neurological disorders. L. Fernandez.

1115F NEDDFL syndrome due to an apparently balanced translocation t(1,17)(q24.3;q24.2) disrupting BPTF in a 35-year-old man. P. Stankiewicz.

1118F De novo mutations in TMEM63A result in transient hypomyelination during infancy. C. Simons.

1121F Treatment in Niemann Pick type C patients with a HSP104F mutation. A. Onoufiadis.

1124F Clinical features of arginase 1 deficiency: Review of literature case series. G.A. Diaz.

1127F A novel disease gene DTMPK identified in 2 siblings with mitochondrial DNA depletion syndrome. C. Lam.

1130F Identification of pathogenic variants of DMD gene in Indian Backers Muscular Dystrophy: A comparison to the DMD spectrum. A. Anand.

1133F Parkinson’s disease age of onset GWAS: Defining heritability, identifying genetic loci, implicating synuclein mechanisms. C. Blauwendraat.
1136F Two Japanese familial cases of C9ALS/FTD complex in Fukuoka prefecture, Northern Kyushu Island, Japan. H. Furuya.

1139F Whole exome analyses discover risk factors for familial dystonia. R. Yadav.

1142F 6-year-old girl with autism and de novo missense variant in NECTIN3.. J. Pappas.

1145F Deletion of the mRNA export factor GANP underlies axonal neuropathy and intellectual disability. R. Woldegebriel.

1148F Major intra-familial phenotypic heterogeneity and incomplete penetrance due toa CACNA1A pathogenic variant. J. Van Gils.

1151F Chemical suppressors of nonsense mutations as potential treatment for NGLY1-related disorder. A. Baradaran-Heravi.

1154F ‡ Pathogenic missense variants in the histone acetyltransferase complex component gene TRRAP cause autism and syndromic intellectual disability. S. Ehresmann.

1157F MAP1B mutations cause intellectual disability and extensive white matter deficit. G.B. Walters.


1163F Causative novel USP9X variants in two Japanese patients with X-linked intellectual disability. Y. Tsurusaki.

1166F Whole genome sequencing analysis of rare variants in 475 individuals with neurodevelopmental disorders. A. Sanchis-Juan.


1172F The GeJo-ARID project: Identification of new genes in individuals with intellectual disability. R. Buchert.

1175F Two novel mutations in DYRK1A gene cause microcephaly and learning difficulties. WT. Keng.

1178F Novel biallelic mutations in SZT2 cause mild intellectual disability and epilepsy: Expanding the phenotypic spectrum. Y. Nakamura.

1181F Three individuals with neurodevelopmental disorders caused by heterozygous protein- truncating variants in KMT5B. K. Takano.

1184F Identifying disorder-specific methylation signatures in patients with severe developmental disorders. J.E. Handsaker.

1187F Next generation phenotyping of 7,697 individuals with intellectual disability. S. Jansen.

1190F A multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multiple-dose study assessing the safety and efficacy of MNK-1411 in patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy. B.R. Due.

1193F Ki/KO mice carrying a BAG3 mutation homologous to the human P209L myofibrillar myopathy mutation develop a clinical and pathological skeletal muscle phenotype. R. Robertson.

1196F Possible effect of sarcolemmal complex genes on the phenotype of Duchenne muscular dystrophy. M. Garcia-Acero.

1199F Expanding the phenotype of SLC25A42-associated mitochondrial encephalomyopathy. M. Almannai.

1202F miR-181a/b downregulation protects from mitochondria-associated neurodegeneration. B. Franco.

1205F Deletion in mitochondrial peptidase results in lethal juvenile brain disorder with status epilepticus in dogs. M.K. Hytonen.

1208F ‡ Preclinical efficacy of systemic messenger RNA (mRNA) therapy as a treatment for propionic acidemia. L. Jiang.

1211F Usher syndrome diagnostics in the genomics era: Successes, challenges and opportunities. K.T. Booth.

1214F Genomic characterization of hereditary sensorineural hearing loss in the Louisiana Acadians and Mexican Mayans. A. Umrigar.

1217F Biallelic CPAMD8 variants associated with congenital glaucoma and anterior segment dysgenesis. E. Souzeau.

1220F Identification of genetic causes of paediatric cataracts, including novel cataract genes, achieved using whole genome sequencing and linkage analysis. J.L. Jones.


1226F A pathogenic haplotype, common in Europeans, causes autosomal recessive albinism and uncovers missing heritability in OCA1. K. Grønskov.

1229F miR-204 overexpression exerts a protective role in inherited retinal diseases. S. Banfi.


1235F A new SMARCE1 variant in a patient with oculoauriculoveronasal syndrome. S. Yano.

1238F 22q11.2 deletion syndrome: An update from the 22q and You Center at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia. I.M. Campbell.

1241F Molecular findings of 21 Brazilian patients with Cornelia de Lange syndrome. J.R.M. Ceroni.


1247F KBG syndrome diagnosed in a 4-month-old infant with failure to thrive caused by deletion of the ANKRDI1 gene. H. Wang.

1250F ‡ Complete spectrum of PIK3CA mutations in isolated lymphatic malformations. C.V. Cheng.


1259F † De novo structural and single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) underlying associations between birth defects and childhood cancers: An assessment from the Genetic Overlap Between Anomalies and Cancer in Kids (GOBACK) Study. H. Li.

1262F † Dual diagnoses: The first 400 patients of the CAUSES Research Study. A.M. Elliott.


1268F Expanding the phenotype of CEP55-related disorders: A case report. R. Mostafavi.

1271F Multiple de novo genes variants: A frequent issue in homozygous admixed Puerto Rican (Hispanic) population. A.S. Cornier.

1274F Early onset developmental delay and epilepsy in pediatric patients with WDR45 variants. H. Wang.

1277F Effective use of off-target reads in evaluation of copy number variation from aligned exome data: Validation study in 325 undiagnosed patients. H. Suzuki.

1280F Chronic atrial and intestinal dysrythmia syndrome: Expanding the phenotype of SGOL1 gene mutations. C. Baquero Montoya.


1286F † MCM3 and MCM7: New causative genes underlying Mei-er-Gorlin syndrome. K.M. Knapp.

1289F † Mutations in mTOR and MAPK pathways cause heterogeneous lymphatic anomalies. D. Li.

1292F Both hetero- and homozygote IDDCA syndrome-associated G-protein β-subunit 5 knockout mice demonstrate heart rate perturbation and cardiac dysfunction. P. De Nittis.


1301F Characterization of an emerging X-linked trichothiodystrophy due to a novel truncating variant in RNF113A. D.T. Beleford.

1304F Farber disease (acid ceramidase deficiency): Patient demographics from an ongoing natural history study. A. Solyom.

1307F Retrospective examination of the clinical utility of clinical whole genome sequencing in the Illumina iHope program. A. Malhotra.

1310F Illumina Clinical Services Laboratory contributions to the ClinVar and ClinGen knowledge bases. S. Schmidt.


1316F Novel gene discovery through an undiagnosed disease program in East Asian. C. Law.


1322F Initiative on Rare and Undiagnosed Diseases in Pediatrics (IRUD-P) in Japan: Statistics of 4th stage for three years. Y. Matsubara.


1328F Reassessing the pathogenicity of RYR1 autosomal dominant variants with modified ACMG criteria. D. Ng.

1331F Inherited retinal dystrophy (IRD) pedigrees with complex genetic causality. P. Biswas.

1334F FMR1 premutation women: High rate of reported co-morbid health conditions with an earlier onset among those with FXPOI. E.G. Allen.

1337F † Identification of rare-disease genes from whole blood RNA-seq of diverse undiagnosed cases. L. Fesrad.

1340F VariantMatcher: Community-based genomic variant matching to identify new Mendelian disorders. E. Wohler.

Bioinformatics and Computational Approaches

1343F An Omics Analysis, Search and Information System (OASIS) for enabling discovery in the TOPMed diabetes working group. J.A. Perry.


1349F Adaptive combination of Bayes factors method as a powerful polygenic test for gene-environment interactions when external information is unavailable. W. Lin.

1352F † Typing highly divergent genes (HLA/KIR) from large-scale next-generation sequencing projects. S. Tian.

1355F A computational approach to identify novel disease-causing genes from exome sequencing. S. Rana.

1358F BREATHE: An open-access database of normal lung development generated by the molecular atlas of lung development program (LungMAP). R.F. Clark.


1367F Development and validation of algorithms using electronic health records to identify azathioprine use and azathioprine-induced leukopenia for pharmacogenetic studies. A. Dickson.

1370F VCPA: Genomic variant calling pipeline and data management tool for Alzheimer’s disease sequencing project. Y. Chou.
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1373F NIA Genetics of Alzheimer’s Disease Data Storage Site (NIAGADS): Update 2018. O. Valladares.

1376F Methods for genotype-based risk prediction for complex neuropsychiatric disorders. Z. Yang.

1379F Molecular modeling, informatics, and pathway prediction of varying complex biological systems for drug repositioning, repurposing, and rescue. K. Nguyen.

1382F Using model predictions as quantitative traits to expand cohort size for heritability estimation and genetic studies. P.M. Thangaraj.


1388F DISTMIX2: Direct imputation of summary statistics from mixed ethnicity cohort in large reference panel. C. Chatzinakos.

1391F DVINDDEL: Towards an accurate de novo indels caller. A. Lian.

1394F Association of addiction and psychiatric phenotypes to predicted transcript levels. D.M. Bost.

1397F ANCO genes: Annotations and comprehensive analysis of candidate genes for alcohol, nicotine, cocaine, and opiate (ANCO) dependence. R. Hu.

1400F Predicting the clinical impact of human mutation with deep learning. L. Sundaram.

1403F Mitochondrial variant detection, annotation and segregation from whole-exome sequencing data. J.C. Tsai.

1406F Toward clinical-grade in silico variant: A disease-specific machine learning model derived from manually curated dataset peaks accuracy of nonsynonymous variant impact prediction in hearing loss genes. X. Li.

1409F Calling trisomic variants from whole genome sequencing data using PEMapper and PECaller. H.R. Johnston.

1412F Construction of a structural variant detection pipeline for the Undiagnosed Diseases Program. B. Hospelhorn.

1415F‡ A novel machine learning algorithm for variant prioritization using genotype, phenotype and tissue-specific expression data. L. Lange.

1418F Vegetarian diet-modulated epigenetic clock and longevity. X. Chen.

1421F Predicting splicing from primary sequence with deep learning. K. Jaganathan.

1424F Challenges in calling CNVs from low read-depth genome sequencing data for products of conception. J.W. Ahn.

1427F Not by systems alone: Identifying functional outliers in rare disease pedigrees. S. Ballouz.

1430F‡ The newborn screening translational research network: Advancing the understanding of genetic disease in newborns and children using a shared infrastructure of genomic and phenotypic information. A.M. Brower.

1433F Hi-Lite, generalized linear model based similarity measurement for Hi-C samples. C. Crowley.

1436F High accuracy somatic variant detection with TNscope. D.N. Freed.

1439F Are we close to constructing a fully diploid view of the human genome? B.T. Hannigan.

1442F Med2RDF: A semantic knowledge base for genomic medicine. T. Katayama.


1448F QC software for analysis of sequence data in family-based studies. Q. Li.

1451F Scientific benefits resulting from standardizing electronic health records to facilitate multi-site collaboration. F.D. Mentch.

1454F The road to atomistic pathology. M.-S Park.

1457F Statistical considerations for the analysis of massively parallel reporter assays data. D. Qiao.

1460F Machine learning approaches for comparative genome structure analysis. C. Rojas.

1463F BayesDel and REVEL outperform other in silico meta-predictors for variant classification. Y. Tian.

1466F Bioinformatic software pipelines strategies for analysis of amplicon-based assays for clinical applications. F. Vezzi.

1469F‡ MUNIn (Multiple tissue UNifying long-range chromatin Interaction detector): A statistical framework for identifying long-range chromatin interactions from multiple tissues. Y. Yang.


1475F‡ A fast hierarchical model that leverages multi-mapping reads for the quantitation of gene expression from droplet single-cell RNA sequencing data. K. Choi.

1478F Medical ontologies for precision medicine and translational research. M.A. Haendel.

1481F Exploring disease-associated regions across genes and gene families at mbv.broadinstitute.org. E. Pérez-Palma.

1484F MOPower: An R-Shiny application for the simulation and power calculation of multi-omics studies. H. Syed.


1490F CCGT: A database for sharing Chinese children's genetic testing results. X. Dong.


1496F Leveraging electronic health records to map the genetic and phenotypic complexity of preterm birth. A. Abraham.
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1508F Analyzing phenotype imputation effectiveness on summary statistics from the UK Biobank. J. Rotman.

1511F GFAKluge: A toolbox for manipulating the graphical fragment assembly format. E.T. Dawson.

1514F ncER (non-coding Essential Regulation) score – prioritization of variants for clinical diagnosis in the non-coding genome. J. di Iulio.


1520F Identification of microRNA target sites: In-silico screening on NGS data. V. Rallo.

1523F The pharmacogene variant (PharmVar) consortium and database. A. Gaedigk.

1526F PubCaseFinder: A phenotype-driven differential diagnosis system for rare diseases based on case reports. T. Fujiwara.

1529F Uncertainty in genetic ancestry: The importance of structure in the ancestral populations. F. Mendez.

1532F Automating variant assessment using structural features. J. Karten.

1535F Transcriptome analysis by RNA-sequencing as an adjunct to whole genome analysis in undiagnosed genetic disease. N. Balanda.

1538F Statistical modeling and differential gene expression analysis based on single cell RNA-seq data. I. Mukhopadhyay.

1541F ‡ Machine learning and network topological approaches to predict the pathogenicity of loss of function mutations. D.J. Rhodes.

1544F Sensitive detection of low-allele fraction structural variants in clinical cancer samples. E. Lam.

1547F Real-time genomic analysis with IOBIO tools. A. Ward.

1550F ‡ Integrating predicted transcriptome from multiple tissues improves association detection. A.N. Barbeira.

1553F Learning and interpreting gene regulatory architectures in a deep neural network framework. L. Chen.

1556F Benchmarking of StrandNGS expression profiling pipeline. D. Chohan.

1559F Prototyping computational tools for human genetics research in NCBI hackathons. A. Dillman.


1568F A straightforward method to improve variant calling sensitivity for a MSH2 splicing mutation (c.942+3A>T) using GATK tools. A. Gerasimova.

1571F Enhanced clinical copy number variant calling with sample-specific sensitivity. S. Hong.

1574F A computational framework for real time analysis and sharing of large next generation sequencing population datasets. H. Karten.

1577F Utilizing IGV.js to visualize genomic variation from trio clinical whole genome sequencing. BR. Lajoie.

1580F ‡ Comparison of indel callers and metrics to evaluate performance of new tools. S. Marwaha.


1586F Pedigree-based analysis pipeline (PBAP) v.2: An upgraded version with additional capabilities. A.Q. Nato.

1589F Shellflow: Shell-script like scientific workflow management system. Y. Okamura.

1592F Data visualization feature of Analyst Portal-A distributed real-time data query system. H. Qi.

1595F New features facilitating search and analysis of models of human disease at Mouse Genome Informatics and The Alliance of Genome Resources. C.L. Smith.

1598F The ENCODE pipeline architecture: Reproducible and portable analysis tools for ChIP-seq, RNA-seq, DNase-seq, ATAC-seq, HiC, ChIA-PET, and whole-genome bisulfite experiments. J.S. Strattan.

1601F OptimiR: An alignment workflow that integrates genetic variations in miRNA sequencing data. F. Thibord.

1604F Bayesian hierarchical modeling of clustered or longitudinal RNA sequencing experiments. B.E. Vestal.


1610F CRISPROM highlights functional protein coding sequences based on genome editing dense mutagenesis. Q. Yao.

1613F Clinotator: Analyzing ClinVar variation reports to prioritize reclassification efforts. R.R. Butler.

1616F The Monarch HIPPO: Deriving insight from the medical literature by fuzzy semantic searches over diseases and phenotypes. T. Groza.

1619F metro and Hudson: R packages to leverage the utility of Manhattan plots. A. Lucas.

1622F Confounding variable analysis of transcriptomics sequencing samples. M. Nagarajan.

1625F Comparison of African genome resource and 1000-Genomes imputation. M. Schmidt.

1628F ‡ Sharing aggregate genomic data on the web: re-engineering and extending the gnomAD browser. M. Solomonson.
1631F Construction and benchmarking of a multi-ethnic reference panel for the imputation of the HLA. M. Wendorff.


1637F Exome CNV calling improves diagnostic yield in rare disease families. K.R. Chao.

1640F Comprehensive benchmarking of structural variant callers. R. Littman.

1643F ‡ A novel approach for structural variant calling: Combining data from whole genome next-generation sequencing and optical mapping. Y. Porat.

1646F DeepCNV: A deep learning approach for detecting copy number variants. Z. Wei.

1649F Polaris: Extensive resources from multiple technologies for next generation sequencing analysis. M.A. Bekritsky.

1652F ‡ Data integration techniques to elucidate connections between environmental factors, genetic variants, and human diseases. M.B. Kosnik.

1655F ‡ Genetic variation influences ground state pluripotency in mouse embryonic stem cells through a hierarchy of molecular phenotypes. D.A. Skelly.

1658F Optimal correction for hidden covariates improves eQTL-based characterization of disease risk variants. M.J. Gloudemans.

1661F Design and analysis of FACS-based CRISPR screens. C.G. de Boer.

1664F MiniScrub: De novo long read scrubbing using approximate alignment and deep learning. N. LaPierre.

1667F Fine mapping chromatin contacts in capture Hi-C data. C. Eijsbouts.

1670F What's new with NCBI tools for genome visualization and analysis. V.A. Schneider.

1673F ‡ An exploration of the clinical phenome and the application of natural language processing for rapid and deep phenotyping of acutely ill children with genetic diseases. M.M. Clark.


1679F CLUMPACK 2.0: Improved alignment of replicate cluster analyses. N.M. Kopelman.

1682F Undiagnosed Diseases Program Database (UDPdb) of genomic data: Development and utility. D.L. Ross.

1685F ‡ Deep learning in accurate cell type classification and robust surface protein abundance prediction for droplet-based single cell transcriptomic data. H. Xin.

1688F BAMM-SC: A Bayesian mixture model for clustering droplet-based single cell transcriptomic data from population studies. Z. Sun.

1691F 1,000x faster than PLINK: Genome-wide epistasis detection with logistic regression using combined FPGA and GPU accelerators. D. Ellinghaus.


1697F To bind or not to bind: A deep learning approach for explaining TF-DNA recognition. A. Zheng.

1700F regenotypeTE: A tool to improve genotype prediction for mobile element insertions. J. Thomas.

1703F Highly-accurate detection of SNVs from long read sequencing with high error rates. P. Edge.

1706F Joint calling and PacBio SMRT Sequencing for indel and structural variant detection in populations. A.M. Wenger.

---

### Omics Technologies

1709F ‡ Single-nucleus RNA-sequencing of human subcutaneous adipose tissue reveals a heterogeneous population of 12 cell types. M. Alvarez.

1712F Transcriptomics and metabolomics show the ORMDL3 asthma gene regulates pleiotropic effects on epithelial inflammation. Y. Zhang.

1715F Development and validation of next-generation sequencing assay for carrier screening of alpha-thalassemia. C. Ye.

1718F Genetic and environmental factors associated with the diversity and biases of immune system. W. Zhang.

1721F ‡ Deciphering the cellular and molecular heterogeneity of the human lung airway epithelium in smokers and non-smokers with single cell transcriptomics. M.A. Seibold.

1724F Investigation of gut microbiome in ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease patients. N. V. Ivanov.

1727F Somatic mutations in focal cortical dysplasia. V.S. Almeida.

1730F High efficiency neurological panel design using Twist Bioscience double-stranded custom targeted enrichment probes and capture optimization for aged dry blood spot samples. R. Pellegrino.

1733F 10x Genomics Chromium linked-reads for genotyping short tandem repeats in whole-genome sequence data. I. Rajan-Babu.

1736F Exome analyses in subfamily trios from large family tree in the South-Eastern Moravia (Czech Republic) population with high incidence of parkinsonism. R. Vodicka.

1739F Amplification-free targeted SMRT sequencing using CRISPR/Cas9 for studying repeat expansions in Huntington's disease. I. Höjler.

1742F A copy number variation map of pediatric neuropsychiatric traits. M. Zarre.
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1745F Neural stem cells from MAND patients reveal a significant role for MBD5 in neurodevelopment, circadian rhythm, Wnt and leptin signaling, and autism. S.V. Mullegama.

1748F ‡ Scaling up genome engineering for modeling reciprocal genomic disorders. X. Nuttle.


1754F Omic-analysis to discovery genetic biomarker of severe forms of incontinentia pigmenti by using IPGB biobank samples. F. Fusco.

1757F A rapid library prep with enzymatic shearing for an improved next generation sequencing workflow for WGS and target enrichment. J. Lenhart.

1760F Genome manipulation of induced pluripotent stem cells using CRISPR/Cas9. A.M. Resch.

1763F POP 1: A new sieving matrix for capillary electrophoresis that supports a wide range of applications with a single instrument set-up and with extended stability at ambient temperature. J. Romero.


1769F Deep mutational scanning of the β2-adrenergic receptor. E.M. Jones.

1772F Evaluation of methods for the extraction of microbial DNA from vaginal swabs used for microbiome studies. S. Tomei.

1775F Genetic profiling of ADME markers using PharmacoScan™ solution across blood, saliva, and buccal cell-derived genomic DNA. D. Lizarraga.

1778F Encapsulating single cells with barcoded beads on the Nadia Instrument. M. Breteau.

1781F Single cell profiling of the developing mouse brain and spinal cord with split-pool barcoding. C. Roco.

1784F Discovery of phylogenetically informative Y-chromosomal variants in Argentine Amerindians Q haplogroup using next-generation sequencing data. P.B. Paz Sepúlveda.

1787F Theoretical and practical considerations for validation of functional assays in clinical variant interpretation applications. S.E. Bmich.

1790F SMRT Sequencing of clinically relevant targets using an amplification-free target enrichment approach. S. Ranade.

1793F Deciphering the methylome: Enzymatic Methyl-seq. L. Williams.

1796F A re-designed and unified workflow for exome-seq and custom targeted panels developed to support a high throughput clinical research environment. E. Roth.

1799F Rapid and accurate quantification of Illumina NGS libraries using the Q real-time qPCR instrument. P. Bartholomew.

1802F Adapting long-read sequencing technologies for targeted and single cell applications. S. Iyer.

1805F Single-tube solutions to streamline DNA library preparation and improve sequencing results while lowering costs. H. Liu.

1808F A multi-omics approach to reappraising the protein-coding gene count in GENCODE. A. Frankish.

1811F No-amp targeted SMRT sequencing using a CRISPR-Cas9 enrichment method. I. McLaughlin.


1817F Sensitive and specific detection of low-frequency variants from degraded and cell-free DNA samples using a novel library preparation method. A.H. Potts.

1820F A fast and reproducible RNA-seq library prep with improved sensitivity and specificity across a broad range of RNA inputs. Y. Jin.

1823F Molecular barcode thresholding and unique dual sample indices reduce/eliminate index cross talk/hopping between NGS libraries to improve variant calling accuracy. B. Mullinax.

---

Epigenetics and Gene Regulation

1826F Type 2 diabetes epigenome data repository and resource. Y. Sun.

1829F Loss of star strand miR-192 resulted in liver steatosis to compensate for hyperglycemia in diabetes. K.K. Mu.

1832F ‡ Systematic analysis of genetic variants with allelic effects on transcription factor binding. Y. Qiu.

1835F ‡ Integration of epigenomic profiles from islet developmental precursors with genome-wide association data reveals contributions of developmental processes to type 2 diabetes risk. A. Wang.

1838F ‡ Characterization of open chromatin and chromosomal interactions in human primary adipocytes reveals environment-responsive cardiometabolic GWAS loci. K.M. Garske.

1841F Epigenome-wide association study of change in body mass index and glycaemic trait levels from young- to middle adulthood in 595 Northern Finland Birth Cohort 1966 participants. I. Prokopenko.

1844F Exploration of DNA methylation sites associated with adiponectin levels based on a gene co-expression network and DNA methylation data analysis. M. Nakatoci.

1847F Type 2 diabetes risk variants affect NOTCH2 activity in the liver. S. Huang.

1850F Chromatin accessibility differences between preadipocytes and adipocytes aid identification of regulatory elements at cardiometabolic trait GWAS loci. H.J. Perrin.

1853F ‡ The long intergenic, non-coding RNA, OLMALINC, regulates lipid metabolism by regulating SREBP2 and SCD1. J.N. Benhammou.
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1859F Genome-wide cell-type proportion deconvolution using DNA methylation sequencing in purified and heterogeneous white blood cells. W.A. Cheung.

1862F DNA methylation signatures of Crohn’s disease largely a consequence of inflammation. H.K. Somineni.

1865F Characterizing human immune response with implications for understanding autoimmune trait architecture. D. Calderon.

1868F The long non-coding RNA gene NeST influences basal immune state, antiviral responses, and ulcerative colitis phenotype in mice. O.M. de Goede.

1871F Inflammatory bowel disease causal SNP rs1887428 regulates JAK2 expression via allele-specific binding of RBPJ and CUX1. C.J. Cardinale.

1874F Epigenome-wide association study for IgA nephropathy in Chinese population. Y. Lin.

1877F Epigenomic signatures of disease progression in Wilson disease liver and blood. C.E. Mordaunt.

1880F Comparative developmental study of mesenchymal stem cell differentiation in primates. G. Housman.

1883F Identification of hypermethylation of rDNA as an epigenetic regulator of rRNA expression in brain of Alzheimer’s disease’s patients. T.C. Faria.

1886F DNA hypomethylation in blood links B3GALT4 ganglioside and ZADH2 prostaglandin pathways to Alzheimer’s disease. A. Madrid.

1889F A suppressor screen in Mecp2 mice implicates the DNA damage response in Rett syndrome pathology. A. Enikanolaiye.

1892F Screening of drugs conferring an increase in miRNA that is deficient in Huntington’s disease. H. Shimizu.


1898F The spliced lncRNA SNORD116HG is essential for the high expression and its implication in human brain cells. M. Song.

1892F Disrupted chondrocyte Sox9 expression underlies growth retardation in a mouse model of Kabuki syndrome. J.A. Fahrner.

1897F Investigation of the effect of allelic deletion of an enhancer element in the critical region of the 9p deletion syndrome using CRISPR/Cas9 and real-time quantitative PCR. X. Hauge.

1899F Biological aging is associated with stress and gene expression during pregnancy. A.K. Knight.

1902F DNA hypomethylation and three-dimensional chromatin structure of the IRXA gene cluster in human cocaine dependence. K. Vaillancourt.

1905F DNA methylation and three dimensional chromatin structure of the IRXA gene cluster in human cocaine dependence. K. Vaillancourt.

1907F Neural cell adhesion molecule 1 (NCAM-1) is associated to long-term memory in nematodes and humans. P. Mastrandreas.


1913F Neural-derived biomarkers for antidepressant response from plasma exosomes. S. Saeedi.


1925F 5-Aminolevulinic acid may ameliorate the cognitive function of patients of ATR-X syndrome. T. Wada.

1928F FASD as an experimental model of an epigenetic neurodevelopmental disorder. B. Albery.

1931F Submicroscopic deletions underlying congenital microcoria modify the regulatory landscape of chromosome 13q32.1. L. Fares Taie.

1934F Disrupted chondrocyte Sox9 expression underlies growth retardation in a mouse model of Kabuki syndrome. J.A. Fahrner.

1937F Investigation of the effect of allelic deletion of an enhancer element in the critical region of the 9p deletion syndrome using CRISPR/Cas9 and real-time quantitative PCR. X. Hauge.

1940F Identification of a unique DNA methylation signature associated with Nicolaides-Baraitser syndrome. R. Weksberg.

1943F Comparisons of chromosome-wide DNA methylation patterns between maternal and paternal UPD16 reveal evidence for additional imprinted regions. K.V. Schulze.

1946F Persistence of differential DNA methylation related to prenatal smoking exposure and the effects on later life health outcomes. V. Karhuinen.

1949F Biological aging is associated with stress and gene expression during pregnancy. A.K. Knight.

1952F scaRNA1 levels alter pseudouridylation in spliceosomal RNA U2 affecting alternative mRNA splicing and development. C.K. Nagasawa.

1955F A first generation map of genome-wide methylation correlation suggests long-range genomic coordination and has implications for disease-mapping. A. Jajoo.

1958F COPD and IPF overlap GWAS SNP rs2076295 regulates desmoplakin expression. S. Bates.

1961F Growth disrupting mutations in epigenetic regulatory genes are associated with abnormalities of epigenetic aging. A.R. Jeffries.

1964F DNA methylome and whole transcriptome analyses identify genes potentially contributing to phenotypic differences in a set of monozygotic twins with Gaucher disease. N. Tayebi.

1967F Estimating cell type abundance in GTEx enables insights into cellular mechanisms and origins of eQTLs. F. Aguet.


1973F Epigenetic marks at major histocompatibility complex affect male fertility. S. Sarkar.
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1982F X chromosome aneuploidy alters the epigenetic landscape and gene expression genome-wide. G.N. Filipova.


1988F Rare genetic variation at transcription factor binding site modulates local DNA methylation profiles. A. Martin Trujillo.

1991F Trans-eQTL analysis informs tissue-specific regulation of gene expression. A. Battle.

1994F Human skeletal muscle trans-eQTL meta-analysis identifies potential biological connections across chromosomes. L. Guan.


2000F Characterizing the genetic basis for variation in m6A methylation. K. Luo.

2003F Conserved enhancer domains reflect pathogenicity and evolutionary buffering of expression. X. Wang.

2006F Exploring the longitudinal association between loneliness and methylation of genes associated with the Conserved Transcriptional Response to Adversity (CTRA). D. Phillips.


2012F ‡ A limited set of transcriptional programs define major histological types and provide the molecular basis for a cellular taxonomy of the human body. A. Breschi.

2015F Comparative analysis of the effects of sex chromosome dosage changes in Turner syndrome and Klinefelter syndrome on local and global gene expression. X. Zhang.

Developmental Genetics and Gene Function

2018F ‡ A novel role for a long noncoding RNA in airway differentiation during allergic asthma. G.J. Kwon.


2024F The role for ribosome biogenesis in disorders of craniofacial development. K.E.N. Watt.

2027F Characterization of STUB1 in zebrafish: Development of a new knock-out model to study neurodegeneration. Y. Pakdaman.

2030F Neuroprotective efficacy of Bacopa monnieri (Bramhi) extract: Molecular approach in Parkinson’s disease models: In vivo and in vitro study. B. Singh.

2033F CEDNIK syndrome, a rare neuro-cutaneous disorder. H.K. Tiwana.


2039F Gabapentin therapy: Improvement in neurologic and behavioral phenotype of patient with GABRB2 and CHAMP1 dual diagnosis. A. Basunia.

2042F ‡ In vitro functional studies of rare glutamate receptor variants define effects on receptor activity in patients. S.J. Myers.

2045F Additional fragile X related 2 (Fxr2) KO mice exhibit severe phenotypes. Y. Gu.

2048F Mutations in transmembrane domain 4 of GRIA3 are responsible for a specific movement disorder. J. Piard.


2054F Relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis and its relationship with the immunology system and with the oxidative stress. A.P. Soto Brambila.

2057F ‡ NSD1 overexpression recapitulates the phenotype of the 5q35.2-5q35.3 duplication syndrome and unveils a potential treatment for its undergrowth phenotype. C.C. Eno.

2060F ‡ The hnRNP gene family as a model for understanding neurodevelopmental disorder subtypes. M.A. Gillentine.

2063F A novel homozygous splice site donor alteration in NT5C2 gene leading to spastic diplegia cerebral palsy, developmental delay and microcephaly. M. I. Naseer.

2066F Biallelic mutations in the death domain of PIDD disrupt interactions between PIDD and CRADD and cause intellectual disability. T.I. Sheikh.

2069F TAF1’s association with X-linked intellectual disability: Essential neuro-specific function established by zebrafish knockout. S. Gudmundsson.

2072F Correction of the reduced GluA2 and TIMP2 in Fmr1 KO mice with adult restoration of Fmr1. R. Zong.

2075F A new SMN1 variant (c.835G>C, p.Gly279Arg) in YG box domain causing exon 7 skipping and is responsible for spinal muscular atrophy. J.L. Bai.

2078F Polymorphism rs1052536 in base excision repair gene is a risk factor in a high-risk area of neural tube defects in China. X. Wang.

2081F Polymorphism in the POU4F2 influences the severity of normal tension glaucoma. J. Lee.

2084F Rhesus macaques provide new spontaneous animal models of human inherited retinal diseases. M. Raveendran.

2087F An iPSC approach towards understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying SRCA6 mutations in Floating-Harbor syndrome. R.L. Hood.

2090F Craniofacial development requires glycophosphatidylinositol biosynthesis. M. Lukacs.
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2093F Elucidating molecular mechanisms for the expanding phenotype of POLR1A-related disorders. K.N. Weaver.

2096F Loss of function mutation of Eftud2, the gene responsible for mandibulofacial dysostosis with microcephaly (MFD), leads to pre-implantation arrest in mouse. M. Beauchamp.

2099F Analysis of molecular pathway in primary fibroblasts and myoblasts of Wolf-Hirschhorn patients (WHS) by RNA-seq. P.N. Doronzo.

2102F The Impact of prenatal diagnosis and early hormonal therapy (EHT) on autism spectrum traits (AST) in boys with 47,XXY (Klinefelter syndrome). S. Chea.

2105F The Birth Defects Research Laboratory biorepository of human fetal tissue. D. O'Day.

2108F † Optimization of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing in monkey embryos. J. Jiang.

2111F Identification of novel transcription factor in mid-brain development using alternative transcription factor binding site prediction method. H.S. Lee.


Complex Traits and Polygenic Disorders

2117F Association analysis of type 1 diabetes in >56,000 ancestrally diverse subjects identifies novel risk loci. C.C. Robertson.

2120F A single-cell transcriptomics roadmap to investigate diabetes remission induced by the central action of fibroblast growth factor 1 (FGF1). T.H. Pers.

2123F † Large trans-ethnic discovery identifies novel loci, and differing genomic and expression signatures between glycemic traits. J. Chen.

2126F Using genetics to test the birth weight effects of higher maternal body fat uncoupled from its adverse metabolic consequences. R.M. Freathy.


2132F †ES Cardiometabolic GWAS variants colocalize with subcutaneous adipose tissue cis-eQTLs. C.K. Raulerson.

2135F Deconstructing the genetic architectures Of BMI and eating behavior phenotypes. J.F. Shelton.

2138F Trans-ancestral fine-mapping and causal inference of variants within urate- and gout-associated loci SLC2A9 and ABCG2. W. Wei.

2141F Phenome-wide prediction of additional effects of antidiabetic therapies using human genetics: The UK Biobank. S.M. Figarska.


2147F † Exome-wide analysis in American Indians identifies an association between rare variants in TGM2 and type 2 diabetes. H. Kim.

2150F Advanced identification of novel genetic variants for type 2 diabetes, childhood obesity and their pleiotropic loci. X. Lin.

2153F †ES Genome-wide meta-analysis identifies a novel low frequency 57K391 variant of large effect on risk of type 1 diabetes. D. Manousaki.

2156F Distinct polymorphisms in RNLS are associated with Type 1 Diabetes (T1D) in European and African ancestry populations and implicate novel functional pathways. S. Onengut.

2159F Altered expression of WFS1 & NOTCH2 genes associated with diabetic nephropathy in T2DM patients. S.A. Sharaf.

2162F Association study of three single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of TERC- a telomeric gene, in diabetic nephropathy patients. G. Singh.

2165F Single cell heterogeneity analysis and CRISPR screen identify key β cell-specific disease genes. C. Weng.

2168F Exome sequencing identifies a nonsense variant in DAO associated with reduced energy expenditure and respiratory quotient in American Indians. P. Piaggi.

2171F Genome wide assessment for resting heart rate and shared genetics with type 2 diabetes and metabolic traits. Y. Guo.

2174F Targeted metabolomics and genome-wide association study identifies plasma mimo acids and genetic variants associated with non-alcoholic fatty liver disease. A. Huertas-Vazquez.


2183F Togetherness of lysinuric protein intolerance and HOIP deficiency in a boy: SLC7A7 and RNF31 gene disruptions. L. Aliyeva.

2186F Reassessing the significance of the PAH c.158G>A (p.Arg53His) variant in Korean patients with hyperphenylalaninemia. J. Kim.

2189F Polygenic susceptibility underlies trajectories of weight and severe obesity from birth to adulthood. M. Chaffin.

2192F Identification of pleiotropic waist-to-hip ratio SNPs using the NHGRI-EBI catalog of published genome-wide association studies. Y. Kaur.

2195F Candidate gene analyses in families with discordance for extreme obesity. M.H. Preuss.

2198F Obesity and personality are genetically intertwined. U. Vainik.

2201F Genome-wide association study identifies novel risk locus for erectile dysfunction and implicates hypothalamic neurobiology and diabetes in etiology. J. Bovijn.
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2204F ‡ Identification of death associated protein kinase 2 as a novel obesity-induced driver of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease. A. Ko.

2207F Genetic susceptibility to low HDL-C among Filipinos. E. Cutiingco de la Paz.

2210F Low density lipoprotein cholesterol and sepsis: A clinical and genetic approach. Q. Feng.

2213F Best practices for polygenic risk score modeling of laboratory values from biobank data: Application to blood lipid levels. J. Dennis.

2216F Genome-wide association studies of ezetimibe response in IMPROVE-IT trial. G. Kosova.


2225F Gene co-expression networks are associated with asthma and reveal diverse molecular signatures and disease processes. K.M. Magnaye.

2228F Detection of new variant associations with eosinophil-derived neurotoxin and eosinophil cationic protein levels using bivariate genome-wide association study. R. Vernet.

2231F Proteomic profiling of T cells from multiple sclerosis patients and healthy controls. T. Berge.

2234F Whole exome sequencing of more than 16,500 hypothyroidism cases from a clinical cohort implicates a role for protein altering variants in novel and known autoimmune genes. J. Freudenberg.

2237F Shared underlying genetic susceptibility to Crohn's disease and leprosy in East Asians. S. Jung.

2240F HLA-DQA1*05 is associated with the development of antibodies to anti-TNF therapy. A. Sazonovs.

2243F Pathway-analysis using datasets of GWAS and mRNA expression array identified IFNG as the most significant upstream-regulator in primary biliary cholangitis in the Japanese population. K. Ueno.

2246F Exploration of disease susceptibility HLA alleles for cold medicine-related Stevens-Johnson syndrome with high resolution NGS-based HLA typing. K. Nakatani.


2255F Phenome-wide association study (PheWAS) for sex biases in Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) associations. J.H. Kames.

2258F Genome-wide meta-analysis and functional analysis identified POLGUT1 as the effector gene driven by rs2293370 in primary biliary cholangitis (PBC) susceptibility locus chromosome 3q13.33 in the Japanese population. Y. Hitomi.

2261F The genetic architecture of familial vitiligo. G.H.L. Roberts.

2264F ‡ Using ~20,000 public whole genomes to build reference panels for fine-mapping HLA effects in multi-ethnic cohorts. Y. Luo.

2267F Large-scale genome-wide association study identified candidate genes for childhood nephrotic syndrome in Japanese. X. Jia.

2270F Specific interaction between host immune-related genetic factors and lineage in Mycobacterium tuberculosis identified from pathogen lineage based genome-wide association study in tuberculosis. Y. Omae.

2273F Genetic basis of hypoxia-induced excessive erythrocytosis: Role of SENP1 gene regulation. P. Azad.

2276F In-depth analysis of differential DNA methylation reveals novel disease genes and pathways in SLE. W. Yang.

2279F Single-cell RNA-sequencing of bulk peripheral blood mononuclear cells from idiopathic multicentric Castleman disease (iMCD) reveals leukocyte heterogeneity underlying disease pathology. M. Gonzalez.


2288F Genetic association between human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-DR, -DQ, -DP and gallstone disease in Han Chinese. H. Yang.

2291F Genetic analysis of 400 patients with aHUS refines understanding and implicates a new gene in this disease. F. Bu.

2294F Genetic variation in the SIM1 locus is associated with erectile dysfunction. E. Jorgenson.

2297F Large scale GWAS meta-analyses unravel loci associated with albuminuria. A. Teumer.

2300F Gut microbiome and irritable bowel syndrome with or without anxiety and depression symptoms. K. H. Bahk.

2303F Evaluation of polygenic risk scores for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in a biobank linked to electronic health records. V.L. Martucci.

2306F Genetic studies of body proportion (sitting height ratio) shed light on the recent evolution of human skeletal growth. E.R. Bartell.

2309F Cellular crosstalk between retinoic acid and pesticides: A model for understanding osteoporosis through genomic and non-genomic pathways. H.S. Sandhu.

2312F Comprehensive functional annotation of susceptibility SNPs associated with osteoporosis. Y. Guo.

2315F CRISPR/Cas9 edited cells in osteoblast cell lines to characterize a novel osteoporosis gene, DAAM2. L. Laurent.
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2318F RNA sequencing of osteocalcin-positive blood cells from adolescent idiopathic scoliosis patients reveals abnormal expression of cytoskeletal genes. E.A. Terhune.

2321F GWAS suggests an association between lipid metabolism and avascular necrosis of the hip. M.M. Lee.

2324F Genetic susceptibility to autoimmune diseases: The vitiligo model. L.T. Martins.

2327F Association of knee osteoarthritis with Pvull polymorphism and serum levels of Col2a1 gene. R.Nath. Srivastava.

2330F Association of CCL2 gene polymorphisms and their serum levels with susceptibility to knee osteoarthritis in North Indian population. A.Chandra. Sharma.

2333F Genotype-first phenotyping of 32 patients with post-zygotic GNAQ or GNA11 mutations. M. Jordan.

2336F An Alzheimer’s disease stem cell model of a rare SORL1 mutation. H.N. Cukier.

2339F Mitochondrial variants and haplogroups associated with late-onset Alzheimer’s disease identified by whole exome sequencing. J.J. Farrell.


2345F Use of a genetically-based biomarker risk algorithm to design Alzheimer’s disease clinical trials with outcomes based on neurocognitive measures. M.W. Lutz.

2348F Transcriptomic analysis of mouse models based on candidate genes associated with Alzheimer’s disease. R.S. Pandey.


2354F Towards personalized health: Multimodal risk prediction models for dementia. N. Shah.

2357F Genome-wide interaction study of brain and CSF measures of Alzheimer disease on memory impairment. C. Zhu.

2360F A genetic modifier model for SUDEP in SCN1A driven epilepsy. P.J. Vandeventer.


2366F Cytoskeletal scaffolding protein WHIRLIN loss of function mutation in familial frontotemporal dementia. Y. Baradaran-Heravi.

2369F A Truseq RNA exome capture method for two different brain regions of restless legs syndrome patients. F. Sarayloo.


2375F Genetic generalized epilepsies and parasomnias are linked to CLCN2, EFHC1 and GABRA1 genes in Colombian families. N. Pineda Trujillo.


2381F Genomic variants associated with cognitive impairment in Parkinson’s disease. S. Chung.

2384F Mitochondrial DNA variants and headache. S. Barte.

2387F The genetics of multiple sclerosis in the Northern Isles of Scotland. C.L.K. Barnes.

2390F Role of uric acid in multiple sclerosis risk and progression. M. Montierth.

2393F Associations of genetic risk variants for cognitive impairment and for Parkinson’s disease (PD) with clinical features in PD. A. Deutschlander.

2396F GWAS of broadly defined ‘self-reported migraine’ identify risk loci for tension-type headache. D.R. Nyholt.

2399F Longitudinal small RNA and whole transcriptome sequencing for over 1,500 individuals across 4,600 whole-blood samples as part of the Parkinson’s Progression Markers Initiative. D.W. Craig.

2402F Association of common and rare GCH1 variants with Parkinson’s disease in European and Ashkenazi Jewish populations. U. Rudakou.

2405F Functional effects of damaging mutations in RA1f in neurons and astrocytes from patient-derived induced pluripotent stem cells. J.L. Cross.


2411F Investigating the genetic architecture of different autism spectrum disorder subtypes through deep phenotyping and whole-genome sequencing. A.J.S. Chan.


2417F Disruption of CSDE1 leads to autism and interferes with neuronal development and synapse plasticity. H. Guo.

2420F Polygenic risk scores reveal subtypes of autism that differ in coding de novo mutational load. B. Lohman.


2429F Intersection of impulsive personality traits and drug experimentation: A genome-wide association approach. S. Sanchez-Roige.

2432F Towards an understanding of the genetic architecture of the human cortex: Examining the effects of common variants on cortical thickness and surface area. S.E. Medland.

2435F Excess of missense de novo mutations in voltage-gated ion channels in neurodevelopmental disorders. M.R. Geisheker.
2438F ‡ A genome-wide association study of suicidality in the UK Biobank cohort reveals two genome-wide significant loci and substantial genetic correlation with depression-related traits. M.E.S. Bailey.


2444F In silico evidence for the contribution of expression dysregulation of 16p11.2 genes to schizophrenia. M. Vysotskiy.

2447F Whole exome sequencing and linkage analysis in an extended pedigree segregating dyslexia. A.K. Adams.


2456F Treatment remission in late-life depression: Post-GWAS in silico biological characterization of variants associated venlafaxine treatment. V.S. Marshe.

2459F Causal network relationships of multiple brain structure and behavior phenotypes based on BSNIP genetic association data. Y. Xia.

2462F Identification of risk genes in sub-threshold genome-wide association study loci in schizophrenia. R. Chen.

2465F Assessment of associations between mitochondrial DNA haplogroups and attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder in Korean children. I. W. Hwang.

2468F Common variants derived from PGC GWAS on schizophrenia have limited power to contribute to the treatment response or resistance to antipsychotic drugs. J. Li.

2471F Targeted sequencing of postsynaptic protein genes associated with schizophrenia: A role for multiple rare risk mutations in schizophrenia susceptibility. M. Cheng.

2474F Metabotropic glutamate receptor association in attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. J.T. Glessner.

2477F Whole genome sequencing of 1,748 veteran twins to detect risk and measure rare variation associated with major depressive disorder. D. Hupalo.

2480F Genome-wide association study of heritable psychological distress symptoms. S. Kim.


2486F Profile of the GCOP Study: A genome cohort on psychosocial traits in a dimensional perspective. T. Nishiyama.

2489F Contribution of common and rare variants to bipolar disorder susceptibility in extended pedigrees from population isolates. J. Sul.


2495F Regulatory Variants in PDE4D associate with psychotic and cognitive domains of major mental illness. V. Sinha.


2501F Comparison of two phenotypes to identify SNPs associated with poor reading skills. H. Lancaster.

2504F Whole exome sequencing and functional validation in zebrafish identify novel genes for mitochondrial disorders. P. Arumugam.

2507F A frequent variant in the Japanese population is acting as a quasi-Mendelian allele in rare retinal ciliopathies. M. Quinodoz.

2510F Unique spectra of deafness-associated mutations in Mongolians provide insights into the genetic relationships between among Eurasian populations. Y.H. Lin.

2513F ‡ Pervasive evidence of gene-environment interactions in genetic variants associated with refractive error. A. Pazarickij.

2516F Identifying genes that underlie primary open-angle glaucoma using genetically determined gene expression. J. Hirbo.

2519F Do carriers of “high penetrance” myocilin variants always get glaucoma? P. Gharahkhani.


2525F Insights into the etiology of nonsyndromic orofacial clefting by WGS of Colombian trios. E.J. Leslie.


2531F ‡ Screening for 22q11.2 deletions and duplications in a large biobank data-set at a tertiary medical center uncovers new and undiagnosed cases. J.J. Connolly.

2534F Chromosome 22q11 microdeletion: Potential modifiers of the cardiovascular phenotype found in heart development genes. B. Rebolledo-Jaramillo.

2537F Understanding the genetic contribution to heterotaxy syndrome. A. Sridhar.

2540F Rare inherited disorders that arise as a result of abrogating multiple systemic pathways. S. Mian.

2543F The construction of risk prediction models for dementia with supervised principal component analysis using miRNA expression data. D. Shigemizu.

2546F The Canadian longitudinal study on aging: Genome-wide genetic data on 9,900 participants available for your research! V. Forgetta.
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2549F Whole-genome sequence variants associated dyspnea among current and former smokers from the COPDGene study. M.N. McDonald.


2558F Genetically predicted telomere length and aging-related physical and cognitive traits among the UK Biobank participants. K. Demanelis.

2561F APOE is associated with declining BMI in older adults. C.R. Bauer.

2564F Analysis of deep whole genome sequencing data from African American asthmatics. P.M.A. Sleiman.

2567F A cell model of gene-environment interactions at the 17q21 asthma locus. C.W. Washington.

2570F Contribution of transposable elements to disease and complex trait heritability. F. Hormozdiari.

2573F ATG16L1 and ATG12 are involved in the pathogenesis of gastric mucosal atrophy in Japanese patients. K. Obata.

2576F Are there genetic variants to explain the phenomenon of donor cell survival following blood transfusion? R. Hirani.


2582F Low-frequency genetic variants contribute to human craniofacial morphology. D. Liu.

2585F A characterization of eQTLs directions in complex traits inspired by the omnigenic model. O. Naret.

2588F Multiple signals at known loci revealed by analysis of C-reactive protein levels in the Trans-Omics for Precision Medicine (TOPMed) whole genome sequencing data. L.M. Raffield.


2594F Programmable nuclease-based integration into novel extragenic genomic safe harbor identifies from Korean-population based CNV analysis. S. Moon.

2597F Finding subgroups of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) in a diverse population using clinical data from Electronic Health Records. A.O. Basile.

2600F Gene-smoking interaction in Fuchs endothelial corneal dystrophy: A GWAS analysis. Y.J. Li.


2606F Genome-wide meta-analysis identifies novel loci associated with free triiodothyronine and thyroid-stimulating hormone. A. Matana.

2609F A whole-genome study identifies genetic risk factors for systemic hypertension in high altitude Indian population. K. Sharma.

2612F A genome-wide association study identifies uric acid-related genetic variants in the Taiwanese population. J. Wei.

2615F Identifying novel genetic defects for radiation hypersensitive phenotypes through Next-Gen sequencing. M. Gupta.

2618F Identifying gene targets for brain-related traits using transcriptomic and methylomic data from blood. T. Qi.

2621F Aberrant expressions of miRNA-205 target, FN1, in multifactorial Hirschsprung disease. N.Y.P. Budi.

2624F Genetic and transcriptomic variation in human hepatic pharmacogenes. K.G. Claw.

2627F High frequency of PM phenotype in pharmacogenomic actionable genes: Results support the need for preemptive genotyping across global populations to improve therapy. D.K. Sanghera.

2630F Genome-wide polygenic scores for common diseases identify individuals with risk equivalent to monogenic mutations. A.V. Khera.

2633F A genetic atlas for reproductive health and disease in UK Biobank. B. Hollis.

2636F Association of the NTCP S267F variant disabling of HBV receptor function with a reduced host risk to HBV infection and disease progression. P. An.

2639F Mosaic loss of chromosome Y (LOY) in leukocytes helps explain why men live shorter lives. L.A. Forsberg.


2645F The genetic basis of social effects: Genome-wide association study of social genetic effects on 170 phenotypes in laboratory mice. A. Baud.

2648F The landscape of pervasive horizontal pleiotropy in human genetic variation is driven by extreme polygenicity of human traits and diseases. D.M. Jordan.

2651F Inbreeding effects on damaging homozygote loads in gene-sets associated with 543 complex phenotypes. A. Blant.

2654F The search for quantitative iris pigmentation markers using automation in genome-wide association studies: From phenotype to genotype. R. Eller.

2657F The NHGRI genome sequencing program. T. Matise.

2660F The influence of population structure on complex trait architecture: Insights from the PAGE study. G.L. Wojcik.

2663F Overexpression of RUNX2 in mesenchymal stem cells derived from fused cranial sutures of individuals with metopic non-syndromic craniosynostosis. K. Bala.

Evolution and Population Genetics
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2666F ChocoGen: Genetic ancestry and health in the Colombian Pacific. I.K. Jordan.

2669F Different selected mechanisms attenuated the inhibitory interaction of KIR2DL1 with C2’ HLA-C in two indigenous human populations in Southern Africa. N. Nemat-Gorgani.

2672F Improved pathogenic variant localization using a hierarchical model of sub-regional intolerance. T.J. Hayeck.

2675F Ancient DNA sequencing shows population heterogeneity of Neolithic Central China. C. Li.

2678F ‡ Reconstructing the health landscape of a medieval hospital cemetery: A holistic interdisciplinary approach. C.L. Scheib.

2681F Detecting polygenic signals and molecular mechanisms of adaptation to local environments. F. Luca.

2684F Systematic detection of conserved and divergent brain proteins during human evolution. G. Dumas.

2687F ‡ Evolutionarily conserved genes regulating hypoxia tolerance. D. Zhou.

2690F Human prehistoric demography revealed by polymorphic pattern of CpG transitions. X. Liu.

2693F Genetic differentiation and population structure of five endogamous groups of Punjab (North-West India): An analysis of Alu insertion and restriction site polymorphisms. G. Singh.

2696F Genomes of 175 Mongolian individuals reveal population specific genetic architecture and genetic relationship with other human populations. X. Guo.

2699F Low-frequency variant functional architectures reveal strength of negative selection across coding and non-coding annotations. S. Gazal.

2702F Host genetic control of the microbiome in wild primates. R. Blekhman.

2705F The evolution of TLR7 and TLR8 in yellow fever virus endemic areas. N. Torosin.

2708F How genetic disease risks can be misestimated across global populations. M. Kim.


2717F Ancient DNAs from China and the origin of the Neolithic Chinese super-grandfather Y haplotypes. S. Huang.


2723F LILRB1/ILT2 polymorphisms detected in Brazil reveal a conserved locus with polymorphism frequencies influenced by ancestry. E.C. Castelli.

2726F Genome-wide identification and characterization of non-coding human specific deletions. J. Xue.

2729F Inference and visualization of geographic patterns of variation for variant sets. A. Biddanda.

2732F A population genetics approach to discover genome-wide saturation of structural variants from 22,600 human genomes. L.F. Paulin.

2735F A novel, scalable, and powerful IBD-based method to detect archaic hominin sequence in modern humans. L. Chen.

2738F Detecting signatures of adaptive positive selection from high-density genotyping data in the Lithuanian population. A. Urnikyte.


2744F L1 retrotransposition machinery is maintained via the live-and-die model of evolution in primate genomes. P. Liang.

2747F Initiatives to increase the diversity of populations represented in genetics research. A.J. Shastrli.

2750F Systematic comparative genomic analysis reveals differential DNA transposition as a significant mechanism in primate evolution. W. Tang.

2753F Bayesian factor analysis for inference of population structure and polygenic selection. A. Kousathanas.


2759F Detecting fine scale population structure, migration and recent population expansion in the Netherlands. R.P. Byrne.

2762F ‡ Transcriptome and chromatin accessibility in diverse African populations enables fine-mapping GWAS. M.K. DeGorter.

2765F Fast and accurate identification of diploid IBD segments in large biobank cohorts. X. Geng.

2768F Identifying and classifying shared selective sweeps from multilocus data. A.M. Harris.


2777F Cryptic Native American ancestry recapitulates population-specific migration and settlement of the continental United States. A.B. Conley.

2780F Whole-exome sequencing of 1,050 Turkish individuals reveals population structure and genetic variation. X. Song.


2786F Mining patterns of singleton and loss-of-function variants in deeply sequenced genomes. D. Tallo.
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2870F Hyper IgE syndrome, recurrent infection and sex reversal: A new recessive disorder diagnosed by serendipity. K. Mandal.


2876F Genotype and phenotype of Vietnamese patients with 11beta-hydroxylase deficiency. M.T.P. Nguyen.

2879F Mapping of FAH mutations in hepatorenal tyrosinemia type 1 in consanguineous families. M. Zahoor.

2882F Clinical and molecular features of X-linked hypophosphatemic rickets patients in a cohort of 32 unrelated Han families in Southern China. L. Liu.

2885F Ring chromosomes aberrations at a pediatric Mexican hospital: Two cases with mosaicism of chromosome 13, 46XY / 46, XY, r (13) and chromosome 18, 46, XY / 46, XY, r (18). M. Hurtado Hernandez.

2888F Novel CARD14 mutation in pityriasis rubra pilaris type V. T. Miyauchi.

2891F Using the SNP array evaluation tool to optimize the use of resources and guide genetic testing leading to the diagnosis of Netherton Syndrome-A case report. P. Gupta.

2894F Characterization of recessive myopathy/ataxia syndrome due to MSTO1 variants. J. Woods.
2897F Hereditary neuropathies and differential diagnoses: Experiences from more than 300 cases of next-generation sequencing based genetic panel diagnosis. K. Eggermann.

2900F SMN1 and SMN2 copy number assays universally perform on five different thermocyclers. Z. Kabir.

2903F A possible new epilepsy locus: Chromosome 4q28.1q28.3 deletion encompassing PCDH10 segregating in a family with a history of epilepsy and intellectual disabilities. G.H. Scharer.

2906F Novel compound heterozygous EPG5 mutations consisted with a missense mutation and a microduplication in the exon 1 region identified in a Japanese patient with Vici syndrome. S. Shimada.

2909F Undiagnosed disease program in Korea, one year pilot project: Lessons and learned. W. Kim.

2912F Development, validation and application of next-generation sequencing assay for carrier screening of spinal muscular atrophy. X. Meng.

2915F Molecular basis of CLN2 disease: A review and classification of TPP1 gene variants reported worldwide. N. Miller.

2918F Overcoming challenges in validation of potentially mosaic variants. C.M. Grochowski.

2921F Targeted re-sequencing system in inherited muscular diseases. A. Iida.

2924F Comprehensive genetic analyses implicate highly heterogeneous etiology of idiopathic cerebral palsy spectrum disorders. H. Hu.

2927F Diagnostic yields of genetic testing for an unselected ALS cohort from a clinical lab. A.S. Lindy.


2942F Whole-exome trio sequencing in 51 patients with intellectual disability/developmental delay. Y. Dincer.

2945F Trio Exome Sequencing of a patient with neurodevelopmental disorder and neonatal death identified a pathogenic variant in CLPB gene causing 3-methylglutaconic-aciduria type VII. C.M. Wilke.

2948F Diagnostic flow-chart to improve the detection rate and to uncover the genetic heterogeneity in Pitt-Hopkins syndrome: Experience on 61 subjects. M. Zollino.

2951F High resolution microarray testing in 420 individuals with developmental disorders in the south of Brazil. M. Ocampos.

2954F Advancing genetic diagnosis of facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy via next generation genome mapping technology. Y.-W. Chen.

2957F Analysis of mtDNA mutations in Serbian patients with Leber’s hereditary optic neuropathy. P.G.A. Dawod.

2960F Long-read nanopore sequencing of human mitochondrial DNA. A. Trimouille.

2963F Identification of novel CNV in PTPRQ associated with autosomal recessive hearing loss by target exome sequencing. Z. Wei.

2966F NGS surprise: Pathogenic haplotypes. I.T. Perva.

2969F Cytogenomic findings in Brazilian patients with OAVS. P.A.S. Abu Hana.

2972F 9q34.11 deletion, including DNM1 and SPTAN1 but lacking STXBP1, causes a distinctive phenotype with intellectual disability, speech delay, and dysmorphic facial features. K. Kurosawa.

2975F Consecutive medical exome analysis at a tertiary center: Diagnostic and health-economic outcomes. R. Kosaki.

2978F L1CAM partial deletion in a Polish family with X-linked hydrolephalus: Clinical and molecular characterization. M. Mlynek.

2981F Brazilian experience of 22q11.2 deletion syndrome: Clinical variability and immunodeficiency. M.M. Montenegro.


2987F The utility of a next generation sequencing panel in severe pediatric onset inherited diseases. E. Isik.

2990F Precise breakpoint detection of balanced and unbalanced structural variation in whole genome sequencing data using haplotype blocks created by linked-reads. J. Knijnenburg.

2993F Novel pathogenic mutation of ST3GAL5 gene identified in Moroccan family with Salt and Pepper syndrome. G. Egéa.

2996F Rapid turnaround whole exome sequencing for critically ill neonates. C.S. Gubbels.

2999F FISH following aCGH analysis identifies unexpected results: Further support for FISH characterization of copy number changes. S.G. Sulpizio.

3002F Highly-sensitive quantitative testing enhances molecular diagnosis of mosaic Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome. S.W. Baker.

3005F Rare mosaic variant caller allows for low level variant detection in unmatched mosaic overgrowth samples: Results from thirty-five individuals. J.J. Johnston.

3008F Semi-automated variant prioritization pipeline for retinal dystrophy diagnostics. B. Guan.

3011F Telomeric association involving chromosomes Y and 19 in a patient with premature ovarian insufficiency. B. Kar.
3014F Molecular cytogenetic characterization of a female patient with a dicentric X chromosome at breakpoints Xq27. R.M. Diaz.

3017F Pipeline improvements enable fast genome sequencing and clinical services. Y. Ding.

3020F Detection of clinically relevant copy number variation in whole exome sequencing data. F. Xu.

3023F Improving continuity of care and reducing healthcare costs by focusing on how CYP2C19 and other pharmacogenetic tests are ordered. M. Moore.

3026F Expanding the options of secondary findings in whole exome sequencing. J. Machado.

3029F A rapid and scalable platform for direct modeling of human developmental disorders in mice using CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing. S.A. Murray.

3032F Improving quality, cost and turnaround time using the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 System for rapid whole genome sequencing. L. Van Der Kraan.

3035F The use of multi-mode reader for the quantification of libraries for next generation sequencing systems. J. Adigun.

3038F A simplified, rapid approach to targeted resequencing of dried blood spot samples. D. Mandelman.


3044F Cytogenetically detected inversions are rarely formed by ectopic recombination between inverted repeats. C. Carvalho.

3047F Analytical validation of qPCR detection of CYP2D6 copy number variation. J.M. Lubieniecka.


3059F How to measure loss of chromosome Y (LOY). M. Danielsson.

3062F Capture of sample identification SNPs in NEBNext Direct target enrichment panels. A.B. Emerman.

Cardiovascular Phenotypes

3065F A new form of inherited cardiomyopathy leads to to changes in heterochromatin structure in man and mice. N. Abdelfatah.

3068F Identification of genetic defects in phenotypically defined subtypes of patients with Ebstein anomaly. R. Cabrera.

3071F Genetic variants in familial abdominal aortic aneurysms. A. Ujma.

3074F Preliminary variant classification results from the Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM) Precision Medicine Study. A. Morales.

3077F‡ Further defining the extent of pleiotropy for genes with de novo pathogenic variants predisposing to Moyamoya disease, intellectual disability, and congenital heart disease. A. Pinard.

3080F Targeting ER stress for collagen IV disorders reveals tissue specific outcomes and reduces intracerebral hemorrhaging. T. Van Agtmael.

3083F Six arterial tortuosity case with novel and known homozygous and compound heterozygote missense variations in the SLC2A10 gene: Genotype/phenotype correlations. A. Kablan.

3086F Whole exome sequencing improves diagnostic precision in individuals affected with thoracic aortic aneurysm and dissection. B. Wolford.

3089F Genotype-phenotype: Phenotype differences when studying individual mutations in the cysteines of cbEGF-like domains in fibrillin-1 gene (FBN1). J.A. Aragon-Martin.


3098F Disruption of the gut barrier modulates lesion burden in mouse models of CCM. C. Gallione.

3101F‡ Recombinant human ENPP1-Fc protein prevents neoimtima formation in generalized arterial calcification of infancy by generating AMP. F. Rutsch.

3104F Patient-specific iPSC disease modeling reveals tissue-specific molecular mechanisms of LMNA-associated cardiac disease. H.P. Widyastuti.

3107F An oligogenic model for congenital heart defects: whole-genome sequencing of congenitally corrected transposition of great arteries shows a mutation load effect at 228 loci involved in cardiac patterning. S. Benko.

3110F The role ROR-alpha target genes post-mortem advanced atherosclerotic plaques and patients with CAD. N. Coban.

3113F Rare variants in previously identified linkage regions associated with carotid plaque in Dominican families. N. Dueker.

3116F Unraveling the relationship between blood pressure and kidney function: Genetic risk score phenome-wide association studies in the Million Veteran Program. A. Giri.

3119F Genome-wide linkage and association studies of circulating apolipoproteins CIII and E levels in Amerindians. W.-C. Hsueh.

3122F The transcriptomic signature and regulatory landscape of iPSC-derived megakaryocytes and platelets. K. Kammers.

3125F Genetic association study of venous thromboembolism based on whole-genome sequencing in the trans-omics for precision medicine (TOPMed) program. C.A. Laurie.

3128F The roles of SMYD4 in epigenetic regulation of cardiac development in zebrafish. D. Ma.
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3134F A Mendelian randomization analysis of hemostatic factors in peripheral artery disease. A.M. Small.

3137F Assessing and characterising the causal association of glycemic with risk of coronary heart disease. L.B.L. Wittemans.

3140F Genetic variants of electrical storm in post myocardial infarction patients. A. Rangaraju.

3143F Genetic risk scores for cardiometabolic traits in sub-Saharan Africans. K. Ekoru.


3149F ‡ GWAS of resistant hypertension in over 70,000 participants from the Million Veteran Program identifies genes with altered expression in the adrenal gland. J.N. Hellwege.

3152F Bilirubin and ischemic heart disease: A two-sample Mendelian randomization study. J. Lee.


3161F Genome-wide meta-analysis in >30,000 Caucasian subjects identify 7 novel loci for glycine. Q. Jia.

3164F Genomic loci associated with lipid traits in Latinos. I. Kullo.

3167F Towards a multi-modal health assessment: Gaining insights into cardio-metabolic conditions. I. Shomorony.

3170F Genome-wide association study of angioedema induced by agents acting on the angiotensin system. M. Wadelius.

3173F Replication of a single nucleotide polymorphism variant in CETP gene associated with HDL level with tiled regression in the ClinSeq® Study. H. Sung.


3179F Investigating pleiotropic architecture of 92 plasma proteins related to cardiovascular disease. L. Repetto.

3182F Mutation spectrum in a large cohort of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy patients in Korea. D. Yang.

3185F Heritability of atrial fibrillation across a spectrum of clinical risk factors. L. Weng.

3188F Natural genetic variation of the human atrial transcriptome, proteome and metabolome. I. Assum.

3191F Mega-analysis of the EBF1 GxE association: Evaluation of differences in gene-by-stress interaction across race, sex, and age in harmonized datasets of over 27,000 individuals. A. Singh.

3194F Hyperuricemia is an early onset metabolic disorder causally associated with cardiovascular disease event in Han Chinese. K.M. Chiang.

3197F NOTCH3 p.R544C mutation is a common and significant risk factor for ischemic stroke in Taiwanese population. Y.C. Liao.

3200F Whole genome sequencing identifies multiple rare variants in GTPase-activating protein (DLC1) associated with sleep disordered breathing. J. Liang.

3203F Bayesian whole genome association analysis of gene-age interactions. M. Kerin.

3206F Multi-phenotype genome-wide association study of protein levels in individuals with pulmonary arterial hypertension. E. Pileckyte.

3209F Inter-species differences in response to hypoxia and oxidative stress in iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes from humans and chimpanzees. M.C. Ward.


3215F A comprehensive and accurate knowledgebase system for variant clinical interpretation using ACMG-AMP standard guideline in inherited cardiac diseases and hereditary cancers. C. Chen.

3218F An artificial intelligence-based next-generation integrated genetic-epigenetic prediction of 5-year risk for symptomatic coronary heart disease. M.V. Dogan.

3221F ‡ Metabolic profiling and sequencing at biobank scale for prioritizing drug targets. S. Ruosaari.

3224F Comprehensive analysis of chromatin organization delineates regulatory programs of human cardiomyocyte differentiation. Y. Zhang.

3227F Methylation at nucleotide C62 in spliceosomal RNA U6 alters mRNA splicing which is important for embryonic development. A. Ogren.

3230F Using endothelial cell molecular QTLs to dissect coronary artery disease risk. L.K. Stolze.

3233F ‡ Genetic and epigenetic fine mapping of complex trait associated loci in the human liver. M. Caliskan.

3236F Enhancer-mediated enrichment of interacting JMJD3-DDX21 to ENPP2 locus prevents R-loop formation and promotes transcription elongation. D. Argaud.

3239F Large chromosome 4q25 intergenic deletion disrupts chromatin structure and leads to familial sinus node dysfunction. H. Murata.


3245F External chromatin accessibility quantitative trait loci (caQTLs) are enriched for association with human GWAS data independently of internal caQTLs. W.W. Greenwald.
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3251F ‡ Polygenic risk stratified by eQTL influence for obesity and related comorbidities for patients from the Geisinger MyCode Community Health Initiative. M. Butkiewicz.

3254F Genome-transcriptome-wide association of renal and morphometric traits across glomerular and tubular tissues in diabetic Pima Native Americans. A. Liu.

3257F Undiscovered novel polymorphisms in the SOWAH-C-RGPD5 intergenic region on chromosome 2q are associated with diabetic retinopathy. S.Y. Rhee.

3260F Rare variation in and near \textit{CREBBP} and association with fasting glucose in non-Polynesian participants in the TOPMed Program. R.L. Minster.

3263F ‡ A genome-wide and phenome-wide association study in individuals of African Ancestry identified novel loci of body mass index and obesity-related diseases. Y. Huang.

3266F Non-alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD) increases risk for Type 2 Diabetes (T2D) but decreases susceptibility to obesity: A Mendelian randomization study. Z. Liu.

3269F Metabolite-GWAS of obesity in the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study. K.L. Young.


3275F Polymorphism rs822396 (-3971 A/G) of \textit{ADIPQ} gene as a risk factor to develop metabolic syndrome in Mexican population: Preliminary results. L. Rubio Chavez.

3278F ‡ Using short identical-by-descent (IBD) segments to map disease genes in unrelated case-control studies. W.-M. Chen.

3281F High dimensional mediation for causal gene screening. Q. Zhang.

3284F Genomewide association for high-density lipoprotein change levels over time in three large combined studies. M.F. Feitosa.

3287F Variation in serum PCSK9, cardiovascular disease risk and potential unanticipated effects of PCSK9 inhibition: A GWAS and Mendelian randomization study in the HUNT study, Norway. B. Brumpton.

3290F \textit{TBC1D29} is associated with response to inhaled corticosteroids in adult asthmatics. A.L. Wang.

3293F GWAS of six red blood cell traits identifies multiple associations with ancestry-specific lead variants: The PAGE study. C.J. Hodonsky.

3296F Characterisation and somatic mosaicism of the human glycophorin DUP4 structural variant, and association with haemoglobin levels in a malaria-endemic village. W. Algady.

3299F Investigating the burden of nonsynonymous variation in PIK3delta pathway genes of individuals affected with idiopathic bronchiectasis. E.M. Schmidt.

3302F ‡ Genome-wide scan identifies loci for white blood cell and platelet traits in a multi-ethnic study from population architecture using genetic epidemiology (PAGE). S.A. Bien.

3305F Understanding the genetic determinants of peanut-specific IgG4 in the learning early about peanut allergy (LEAP) study. A.H. Winters.


3311F Identifying modifying genes to explain the variation in severity of fragile X-associated primary ovarian insufficiency. C.E. Trevino.

3314F Gene prioritization in kidney function associated loci through systematic colocalization with gene expression. K.B. Sieber.

3317F ‡ A weighted genetic risk score of 279 signals discovered in individuals of European descent is associated with impaired lung function and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in multiple ancestries. A.L. Guyatt.


3323F \textit{HLA-DQB1}^*03:01 as a biomarker for genetic susceptibility to bullous pemphigoid induced by DPP-4 inhibitors. T. Ozeki.

3326F Shared causal paths underlying Alzheimer’s disease and type 2 diabetes. Z. Hu.


3332F Genome-wide association of plasma tau levels in the Framingham study. C. Sarowski.


3338F Analysis of \textit{APOE} and known depression SNPs in patients with multiple sclerosis. S.W. Brugger.

3341F Replication of the \textit{SCFD1} associated locus in ALS using linear mixed models. A. Nicolas.

3344F ‡ Genome-wide association analysis of excessive daytime sleepiness in the UK Biobank identifies 42 loci. R. Saxena.

3347F Regional collapsing of rare variation implicates specific regions in known and novel ALS genes. S. Gelfman.

3350F Bivariate causal discovery and its applications to gene expression and imaging data analysis. R. Jiao.

3353F Prioritizing risk genes for neurodevelopmental disorders using pathway information. T. Nguyen.
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3359F Significance testing for allelic heterogeneity. Y. Deng.

3362F Describing the genetic architecture of psychiatric disorders from population scale genealogies. A.J. Schork.

3365F Integration of mQTL data and enhancer-promoter interactions with GWAS summary results identifies novel schizophrenia-associated genes. C. Wu.

3368F Excess of rare, inherited variation in children with developmental disorders. K.E. Samocha.

3371F Gene-based analysis with multiple longitudinal glaucoma related phenotypes shows evidence for genetic factors in primary open angle glaucoma progression. A. Athanas.

3374F Association of variants on the X chromosome with age-related macular degeneration. M. Grunin.

3377F Association of low-frequency variants in regulatory regions with non-syndromic orofacial clefts. J.R. Shaffer.

3380F Association between distance from hospital birth and patient’s home with morbimortality outcomes in Bogotá and Cali in years 2015 - 2016. C. Tovar-Sánchez.

3383F ¶ Changing frequencies of the main autosomal trisomies in years 2015 - 2016. C. Wang.

3386F Genome-wide causal studies on Alzheimer’s disease. H. Qin.


3392F Inferring the rate of aging from quantitative traits using machine learning methods. J. Ding.

3395F Fine-mapping and colocalization at the IL1RL1 locus to identify asthma susceptibility effector genes. S. Ghosh.

3398F Gene-based kernel machine test for longitudinally measured binary phenotype. W. Wu.

3401F Leveraging functional enrichment improves polygenic prediction accuracy. C. Marquez Luna.

3404F Estimating the autocorrelation of causal SNP effect size magnitudes as a function of genomic distance. A.P. Schoech.

3407F On performing gene expression imputation and gene-level association analysis in multiethnic or admixed populations. A.I. Konkashbaev.

3410F Mixed-linear model adjustment recalibrated with LD structure improves statistical power for the detection of significant eQTLs. N. Patel.

3413F ¶ Phenome-wide analyses of pharmacomimetic variants in their genomic context: New opportunities for genetic validation of therapeutic targets in UK Biobank. J.D. Hoffman.

3416F Gene-based rare variant association tests for ancestry-matched case-control data. C. Wang.

3419F Genetics and nicotine dependence: Heaviness of smoking index in European individuals. C. Batini.

3422F Genetic associations with sleep apnea in a European population. Y. Huang.

3425F Three novel loci were identified for plasma acylcarnitine levels and their ratios in genome-wide association study. H. Li.

3428F Genetic correlation between polyoidal choroidal vasculopathy and age-related macular degeneration. Q. Fan.

3431F Previously ignored high-frequency common variants greatly contribute to heritability of a common disease. Y. Nagao.

3434F Assessment of genome-wide significance of conditionally independent signals. S. Ghasemi.

3437F ¶ Exploring the effect of parental height on a newborn’s birth weight. Y. Lee.

3440F ¶ Phenome-wide Mendelian randomization study mapping the influence of the plasma proteome on complex diseases. J. Zheng.

3443F The influence of mitochondrial DNA variation on complex traits. E.J. Grzeszkowiak.

3446F NAT2 genetic variants and toxicity related to anti-tubercular agents: A systematic review and meta-analysis. M. Richardson.

3449F Reducing the blind spots in target validation, examples from UK Biobank. L.M. Yerges-Armstrong.

3452F Extensive fine-scale population structure in the UK Biobank. S. Hu.

3455F A unified method for rare variant analysis of GxE interactions with application to GxSmoking interactions on obesity-related traits. E. Lim.

3458F Two-phase sampling designs for post-GWA fine-mapping studies: Optimality criteria. O. Espin-Garcia.


3464F A general statistic to test an optimally weighted combination of common and/or rare variants in association studies. J. Zhang.

3467F Identifying hidden ancestries in publicly available summary genetic data. A.E. Hendricks.

3470F Leveraging allele-specific expression to refine fine-mapping for eQTL studies. J. Zou.

3473F Why cross-study common controls are hard—and what can we do about it? S. Buyske.

3476F Epigenetics-prioritized imputation of gene expression identifies more tissue-specific disease genes. W. Liu.


3482F Enrichment of survey responses by genetic community within a large genetic genealogy database. E.P. Sorokin.
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3485F Robust and powerful analysis of gene-environment interactions using polygenic risk scores in case-control studies. N. Chatterjee.

3488F Robust region-based test for unbalanced case-control phenotypes. Z. Zhao.

3491F Refining fine-mapping: Effect sizes and regional heritability. C. Benner.


3497F A meta-analysis method to detect pleiotropic loci of correlated traits. C.H. Lee.

3500F Power and sample size calculations for genetic association studies in the presence of genetic model misspecification. C.M. Moore.


3506F Implications of post-colonial demographic structure on interpretations of association analyses. M. Zhang.

3509F Joint analysis of multiple phenotypes using a clustering linear combination method based on hierarchical clustering. X. Li.

3512F Reliable heritability estimation in admixed populations using covariate-adjusted LD score regression. X. Li.

3515F Relatedness disequilibrium regression estimates heritability without environmental bias. A.I. Young.

3518F Finding rare variants of large effect using identity-by-descent mapping. S. Shringarpure.

3521F Heterogeneity of causal estimates inferred from single genetic variants as instrumental variables in Mendelian randomization across complex traits and diseases. A. Dobbyn.

3524F ‡ Leveraging genome-wide significant loci to increase the power of S-LDSC to detect enrichment. K. Tashman.

3527F FinnGen: Towards a comprehensive catalogue of genomes and major health events for 500,000 Finnish residents. J. Karjalainen.

3530F Spatially-dense 3D facial heritability and genetic correlations in a heterogeneous sample. J. Li.

3533F Importance of protected statistical testing and replicate number in RNA-sequencing studies. R.Z. Blumhagen.

3536F Deconvolution of bulk tissue cell type proportions from single-cell RNA-seq. X. Wang.

3539F General retrospective mega-analysis framework for rare variant association tests. Y. Chiu.

3542F ‡ Improving gene expression prediction accuracy in transcriptome-wide association studies. J. Fryett.

3545F A universal and nearly optimal permutation testing approach and an application to association analysis of quantitative traits in whole-genome sequencing studies. J. Hecker.

3548F An analysis of the genetic overlap of 20 complex traits under a non-infinitesimal model. R.D. Johnson.

3551F A selection operator for summary association statistics reveals allelic heterogeneity of complex traits. Z. Ning.

3554F Accounting for cryptic relatedness across families between subjects with no genotype data. M. Saad.

3557F ‡ A statistical framework to quantify shared genetic variability in de novo mutations for complex diseases. Y. Shi.

3560F Building multi-predictor models of quantitative phenotypes from the Trinity Student Study with tiled regression. A.J.M. Sorant.

3563F Simulation study of double FDR method on LD block structure in GWAS. J. Xu.

3566F Genetic mapping of human diseases using gene damage scores. X. Zhu.